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Summary

The Telecommunications division of the Eindhoven University of Technology is working
on a video on demand project. The aim is to implement this service in the existing hybrid
fiber/coax cable television networks. In this report the transmission of MPEG coded
digital video data from a district station to the user premises in the frequency band of 250
MHz - 450 MHz is discussed and a modem has been designed.

The bit rate of the modem has to be maximized, while the bit error rate may not be larger
than 10-11

• Furthermore the maximum signal voltage of the modulated signal has to be
limited according to Dutch Government regulations. The required bandwidth to transmit
the modulated signal has to be chosen B=7 MHz. To meet all these demands, the weIl
known binary modulation methods will not suffice. Spectral efficient modulation methods
will have to be used.

For the spectral efficient modulation methods, M-ASK, M-PSK, and M-QAM, bit error
rate characteristics are generated for the specific case of a cable television network. By
means of these characteristics, the theoretical maximum bit rates are determined. With the
calculations of the bit error rate characteristics of the mentioned modulation methods, it
was assumed that the channel characteristics of the coaxial cable in the cable television
network were ideal. The theoretical maximum bit rates of 37.3 Mbit/s, 42 Mbit/s and 70
Mbitls are respectively achieved with the 256-ASK, 512-PSK and 32768-QAM modula
tion methods. It is clear that the M-QAM modulation method is the most spectral efficient
one, but a 32768-QAM modem is, of course, not realisabIe in practice. More practical
are the 16, 64 and the 256-QAM modulation methods.

To minimize the effects of the channel imperfections in the cable television network,
equalizers are already used. Although MATLAB simulations show that intersymbol
interference is negligible in the case of a 256-QAM modem, practical components are not
ideal as supposed. For example an inaccuracy in the sample moment, a phase error in the
recovered carrier and non linear distortion, also result in intersymbol interference. In
practice an adaptive equalizer in the demodulator circuit is required to reduce intersymbol
interference.

Finally the circuits required to realise an M-QAM modulator and demodulator are
discussed on the basis of block diagrams. Several practical realisations can be chosen, but
care must be taken in choosing a practical realisation, because the feasibility of the
M-QAM signalling scheme depends to a large extent on the practical implementation of it.
A compromise has to be made between the circuit complexity and the spectral efficiency
of the modem.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Assignment description

Introduction

The Telecommunication division of the Eindhoven University of Technology is working
on a project called 'video on demand'. This new service enables a number of users to
independently select a programme or a movie. After selecting the programme or movie, it
immediately will be displayed on the user's television set.

The Telecommunication division of the Eindhoven University of Technology decided
firstly to focus on digital transmission of MPEG coded television signals over hybrid
fiber-coax cable networks, so existing cabIe television networks can be used for imple
menting the video on demand system.

The layout of a total CATV network inc1uding a VOD facility is shown in figure 1.1.

Information
Provider Head-end

Optica!
Fiber
Network

Digital video and Radionv
multimedia distribution

District
Station

COaxiaJ/ Optica!
Cable Fiber

Network

5-30 MHz Upstream data

47~8 MHz Downstream data

250450 MHz Digital Video
87-230 and 470-860 MHz
Radio and 1V distributien

Mini
Starpoint

Figure 1.1: The layout of the CATV network
including the VOD facility.
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The standard television and radio channels used to be distributed from the head-end to the
district station via coaxial cabie. Nowadays the coaxial cable between the head-end and
the district station in modem CATV networks is replaced by optical fiber. In the district
stations the optical signal is converted to an electrical signal and distributed to mini
starpoints via coaxial cabie. Finally the television and radio programmes are received.

The aim is to implement a video on demand system using existing cable television
networks. This video on demand system enables each user to, independently of each
other, select a movie or a program for example by means of a remote contro!. This
selection information is detected with a so called set-top box and transported to a district
station via a mini starpoint in the frequency band of 5 MHz up to 30 MHz. The district
station, at its turn, transmits the selection information to the information provider via an
optical fiber network.

The information provider fetches the requested data, which is an MPEG coded video
signal, from a large storage medium as a large harddisk or a tapestreamer and transmits it
to the district station via the optical fiber network. In the district station this data is
converted to an e1ectrical signal and modulated so that it can be transmitted via a mini
starpoint to the user in the frequency band of 250 MHz up to 450 MHz.

In the set-top box of the specific user the data is demodulated after which the requested
MPEG coded digital video data is available at the user. With an MPEG decoder in the
set-top box this signal is decoded so it can be displayed on the user's television set.

The graduation assignment consists of a part of the video on demand system, namely the
development of the modem which modulates the digital video data of the users in such a
way that it can be transmitted over the coaxial cable in the frequency band of 250 MHz
up to 450 MHz.

1.2. The modem

In figure 1.2 the layout of the modem and also the posed conditions of the modem are
shown. As shown in figure 1.2 the data received from the information provider in the
district station is supposed to be binary. So a binary series of bits is entering the
transmitter in the district station. The bitrate of the modem has to be maximized, so data
of as many users as possibly can he transmitted over the coaxial cabie.

The transmitter has to modulate the binary data in such a way that the modulated binary
data can be transmitted via a 75 {} coaxial cable in the frequency band of 250 MHz

- 2 -
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A.W.G.N.
Gn (~= 1]/2

·18
" - 5·10 WIHz

binary data 1 I
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Freq. band = 250 MHz - 450 MHz VtnaJr;BIl'= 76 dBI-lV

Figure 1.2: Tbe layout of tbe modem.

Introduction

binary data
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·11
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up to 450 MHz. The reason why this can be done in the frequency band of 250 MHz up
to 450 MHz is that in this part of the VHF/UHF frequency subband no distribution of
television or radio channels occur. This frequency subband originally was reserved for
D2MAC transmissions, but no transmissions of this kind will take place in the future, so
this frequencyband can be used for other purposes.

The division of the frequency band of 250 MHz to 450 MHz in TV channels of 7 MHz is
preferred by the CATV network operators, so this division in TV channels is preserved
for transmission of digital data in this frequency band.

As in most communication systems the transmission channel adds noise to the transmitted
signa!. In this case the major part of the noise is generated by components is the cable
television network like for example amplifiers and filters. The noise is assumed to be
Additive White Gaussian Noise, AWGN, with a power spectral density of Gij) = TJ/2,
where TJ = 5.10-18 W/Hz. In appendix 1 is shown how TJ is calculated.

For the RMS values of the voltages of the ordinary television channels in the VHF
frequency band at the users' homes, a maximum of 76 dBJLV is determined by the Dutch
government in [1]. This value is also taken for the maximum value of the RMS voltage of
the modulated digital signa!.

In the receiver the signal is demodulated and converted back to a representation of the
original binary sequence of bits. As a result of the noise that has been added to the signal
by the transmission channel some bit errors occur. According to the specifications of the
MPEG decoder shown in appendix 2, a maximum bit error rate of 10-9 bit errors per bit
is just acceptable. This implies that once per average 109 bits an error occurs and because
of this, in the worst case, a whoIe frame of the MPEG coded signal could be corrupted.
The bitrate of the MPEG coded signal is 1.544 Mbit/s and thus the bit period is 648 ns.
This means that approximately one frame error occurs per 11 minutes. Better is to choose
a bit error rate smaller than 10-11 in case of such a highly compressed data signa!. This
means that in the worst case only once per 18 hours a frame error occurs, which is more
acceptabIe.

- 3 -
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To satisfy all these mentioned conditions the weIl known binary modulation methods as
ASK, FSK and PSK will not suffice. Spectral efficient modulation methods as M-ASK,
M-FSK, M-PSK or M-QAM will have to he used. These spectral efficient modulation
methods will be discussed in chapter 2.

- 4 -
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2. Theoretical considerations

Theoretical consideralions

In this chapter the theoretical backgrounds of modulation techniques are discussed. First
pulse shaping is discussed as a method for limiting the required bandwidth of a discrete
baseband signal to a minimum without introducing intersymbol interference or IS!. If the
required bandwidth of the baseband signal is limited to a minimum then also the required
bandwidth of the modulated version of the signal is limited to a minimum. Next several
spectral efficient modulation schemes are discussed in detail and finally the major channel
imperfections of transmission media and a method for minimizing the effects of these
channel imperfections are discussed.

2.1. Baseband transmission

In figure 2.1 a block diagram of a baseband transmission system is shown.

eloel<
pulses

Figure 2.1: A baseband transmission system.

As shown in figure 2.1, the data at the input is converted to a series of pulses, filtered by
a transmitter filter to limit the required bandwidth and transmitted via the channel. At the
receiver the signa! is filtered with a receiver filter to limit the total noise power to a
minimum for an optimal signal to noise ratio. Subsequently the signal is sampled at
multiples of the symbol period ~, the sample moments, and converted back to the
original digital data with a threshold device.

A method to limit the required bandwidth of the signal is to use an arbitrarily transmitter
filter. If a low pass filter is used, the power spectral density of the signal is limited in the
frequency domain. As a result of this, the pulses used in the time domain to represent the
logical '0' and ' l' are unlimited, so pulses of other bits could influence the pulse of the
current bit. This is called inter symbol interference or ISI.

Because of the ISI bit errors can occur at the receiver. If the transmitter filter is carefully
chosen, ISI can be avoided. This is the case with a raised eosine pulse shaping filter.
With this type of low pass filter the power spectraI density of a discrete signal can be
limited to a minimum while no ISI occurs at the sample moments in the receiver.

- 5 -
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2.1.1. Non return to zero pulses

Theoretical considerations

On the basis of a simple example the use of NRZ pulses in baseband transmission will be
explained. In figure 2.2 an example of a signal representation with the use of NRZ pulses
of the series of bits '000100' is given.

o o o 1 o o

+A,-----+---------+------r------.----+-----,

o "..,..,-

-A"--------1----------.....1-----------1--------'o Tb 2Tb 3Tb 4Tb 5Tb

Figure 2.2: A series of bits coded with NRZ pulses.

As shown in figure 2.2 a logical '1' in the series of bits is coded with a value of the
signal voltage of +A volt during the bit period. A logical '0' is coded with a value of the
signal voltage of -A volt during the bit period. So bits are coded with rectangular pulses
with an amplitude of A and duration Tb multiplied with +1 or -1 depending on whether
the bit is a logical '0' or a logical '1'.

Because of the finite duration of the used pulses, the power spectral density Pbb(f) of the
signal is infinite as shown in formula 2.1.

_ A 2 [sin 'lrfTb] 2
Pbb(f) - -

Tb 'lrf

where A: pulse amplitude

Tb: pulse duration

(2.1)

Two different solutions are used in practice for limiting the required bandwidth in
baseband transmission. One solution consists of the conversion of NRZ pulses to RZ
pulses after which a shaping filter for RZ pulses can be used which shapes these RZ
pulses in raised cosine pulses. This solution will be discussed further in section 2.1.2.

- 6 -
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Another solution is to define the required bandwidth B of the signal generated with NRZ
pulses as:

B 00

1Pbb(J) dj = 0.95·1 Pbb(J) dj

where B: bandwidth

Pbb(J): PSD of NRZ signal

(2.2)

In other words the bandwidth is defined as the section of the power spectral density where
95 percent of the total signal power is located. Furthennore it is assumed that filtering the
remainder of 5 percent of the signal power does not cause any major signal distortion.

If the definition of the required bandwidth given in fonnula 2.2 is used, it can be shown
[2] that for the required bandwidth of a discrete signal coded with NRZ can be written:

(2.3)

where Rb is the bitrate of the binary signal. The probability of occurrence for a logical '0'
or '1' are assumed here to be equal.

2.1.2. Return to zero pulses and shaping

The series of bits '000100' can also be coded with RZ pulses as shown in figure 2.3. In
figure 2.3 a logical '0' is coded with a negative pulse with a pulse width of 7 seconds.
After these 7 seconds the signal voltage returns to zero until the next pulse occurs. A
logical '1' is coded with a positive pulse with a pulse width of 7 seconds and a duration
of Tb seconds.

- -r-
+A

o

-A

o

o

o o

27i,

1

37i,

o

47i,

o

57i,

Figure 2.3: A series of bits coded with return to zero pulses.
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(2.4)

The signal shown in figure 2.3 also has an infinite power spectral density Pbb(f) in the
frequency domain as shown in formula 2.4.

P (J) = A
2

[sin 'Ir/Tl 2
bb Tb 'Ir/

where A: pulse amplitude

Tb: pulse duration

T: pulse width

If the definition of the bandwidth in formula 2.2 is used, it can be shown that the required
bandwidth of the signal in figure 2.3 is at least equal or greater than the required
bandwidth of the signal where NRZ pulses are used. As the value of the pulse width T of
the RZ pulses decrease, the bandwidth of the signal will increase. So the use of RZ pulses
appears to have only disadvantages compared to the use of NRZ pulses.

However, also advantages can be depicted. The advantage of using RZ pulses instead of
NRZ pulses is that they easily can be shaped into raised eosine pulses. If the pulse width
T is chosen much smaller than the bit period, for example T=Tb/lO, the RZ pulses are
going to resembIe impulses. So by choosing the impulse response of the shaping filter the
same as a raised eosine pulse, the shaping filter can be realised. Each time an impulse
occurs in the signal, the filter substitutes this impulse by a raised eosine pulse. An
example will be given in this section and a more practical example in chapter 3.

If the RZ pulses are shaped to raised eosine pulses, the required bandwidth for baseband
transmission is limited to a minimum. In formula 2.5 the fourier transform of a single
raised eosine pulse, and thus the frequency response of the shaping filter, is given in the
form of an equation.

Tb cos' 4~ [I f I-; + IJ ]

o

I/I ~ Rb _{3
2

R R
--.!!..-{3 < I/I < --.!!..+{3
2 2

R
I/I > --.!!..+{3

2

(2.5)

with Tb: bitperiod

Rb: bitrate

{3: roll-off factor
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As shown in fonnula 2.5 the required bandwidth of a single raised eosine pulse is limited
to B=Ri2+{3, so the bandwidth of a signal whieh eonsists of a series of bits eoded with
raised eosine pulses is also B=Ri2+{3.

In figure 2.4 the spectrum of this single raised eosine pulse, and thus the frequeney
response of the shaping filter, is shown with {3 as a parameter.

P,(~

Tbr-=,-~-=--~-'---~-~-~-~----.

P-R,j4

p-o

P-R,j2

Figure 2.4: The fourier transform of a raised eosine pulse for
various values of the parameter Ij.

The parameter {3 is able to vary from zero to half the bitrate. As shown in figure 2.4 the
bandwidth reaehes a minimum if the parameter {3 is ehosen to be zero. This implies that
the frequeney response of the filter is that of an ideal low pass filter. Sueh a low pass
filter is not realisabIe in practice. Therefore (3 is always ehosen to be greater than zero.

The required bandwidth of a, with a raised eosine shaping filter, shaped RZ signal is
limited as shown in figure 2.4. If a signal's spectrum is limited, the signal in the time
domain is unlimited and beeause of that ISI eould oeeur. In case of shaping the signal
with a raised eosine pulse shaping filter, ISI ean be avoided at the sample moments.

In fonnula 2.6 the wavefonn of a raised eosine pulse is described.

t _ cos 27r{3 t [sin 7rRi]
Pr() - 1- (4{3 t)2 7rRi

with Rb: bitrate

{3: roU-off factor

- 9 -
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In formula 2.6 the raised eosine pulse proves to have an infinite time domain. If more of
these pulses arise, shifted in time over multiples of the bit period Tb' ISI eould oeeur. But
as shown in figure 2.5 the raised eosine pulse passes the x-axis, and thus is zero, at
multiples of Tb' Therefore no ISI oeeurs at multiples of the bit period Tb' These moments
in time are the sample moments, the moments in time where the receiver samples the
signal en deteets if a logical '0' or '1' was transmitted.

Pr(~

1,------,---....,---,.---~,------....,---,.-----,-------,

-4 Jb -3Jb -2Jb -Jb o 2Jb 3Jb 4Jb t

Figure 2.5: A single raised eosine pulse for various
values of the parameter (J.

An example, where the RZ pulses of the signal in figure 2.3 are substituted with raised
eosine pulses, is shown in figure 2.6. As shown in figure 2.6 every negative or positive
RZ pulse is eonverted by the shaping filter to a negative or positive raised eosine pulse
with an infinite duration.

In figure 2.6 is also shown that ISI is avoided beeause of the zero crossings of the raised
eosine pulses at the so ealled sample moments. If all these separate raised eosine pulses
are added, the signal x(t) is generated. This signal x(t) is also the signal that the shaping
filter will produce after shaping the RZ pulses in figure 2.3 and therefore the signal x(t) is
a band limited representation of the series of bits '000100'.

- 10 -
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o 0 0 1 0 0

(a)

1 f----+--+--+----i"'r---+--t------l

0
I)

2~
t (b)

'. I i._.._~\.i I J

-1 ........

-2 L.---'--_....i...-----'-_-'-------'_----'------'

Figure 2.6: (a) The separate RC pulses as a result of
the binary data. (b) The shaped signal
is a result of superimposing the separate
RC pulses.

2.1.3. PAM signalling

If k bits are combined to one symbol, an M=2k level PAM signal is created. An example
with k=2 and with the use of NRZ pulses is shown in figure 2.7. The symbol duration ~
of the generated 4-level PAM signal shown in figure 2.7 is a factor two greater than the
bit duration TIJ, so the symbol rate Rs is a factor two less than the bitrate RIJ.

- 11 -
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k=2.
:0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

~ -----.. T. l.-
: b:. .

Theoretica! considerations

1 o 3 2

--'----i

-----.. T. s

~---

Figure 2.7: Generation of a4-level PAM signal
out of a binary sequence of bits.

The relation
between Ts and Tb' and between Rs and Rb' can be depicted as:

Ts = k'Tb

Rb (2.7)
R =s k

If the required bandwidth for baseband transmission using an M-level PAM signal
composed of NRZ pulses is calculated with formula 2.2, it can be shown [2] that:

B ~ 1.!.· R2 s
(2.8)

So the required bandwidth of binary signals coded with NRZ pulses can be reduced by a
factor k by converting these binary signals to an M-level PAM signal composed of NRZ
pulses. However the signal power of the M-level PAM signal must be higher compared to
the signal power of the binary signal to attain the same bit error rate in baseband trans
mission.

In exactly the same way an M-level PAM signal, composed of RZ pulses can be gene
rated out of a binary signa!. The required bandwidth of this M-level PAM signal can be
limited to a minimum by using a raised eosine shaping filter as discussed in section 2.1.2.
It can be shown that for the required bandwidth, applies that:

- 12 -
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R
B _s +{3

2

Theoretical considerations

(2.9)

The required bandwidth of a binary signal coded with RZ pulses and filtered with a raised
eosine shaping filter can be reduced by a factor k by converting the binary signal into an
M-Ievel PAM signal composed of RZ pulses after which this signal is filtered with a
raised eosine shaping filter.

2.2. Modulation methods

If PAM signals are used to modulate the amplitude, the phase, the frequency or the
amplitude and phase at the same time of a carrier, spectral efficient modulation methods
as multilevel amplitude shift keying, multiphase phase shift keying, multifrequency fre
quency shift keying and multilevel quadrature amplitude modulation are formed.

In figure 2.8 a general block diagram is shown of aspectral efficient modem.

TRANSMITTER

(b ) BINARY DATA
k Rb

PAM
signal

generator

RF
OUT

S(t) + nrt)

RECEIVER

MEDIUM
S(t)

RF
IN

Figure 2.S: A general block diagram of aspectral effident modem.

As shown in figure 2.8 a binary series of bits with a bitrate of Rb arrives at the transmit
ter. This series of bits is converted to a series of k parallel bits, a word, with aserial to
parallel converter. This series of data words in the end is used to generate a PAM signal,
or two PAM signals in case of the M-QAM modem.

With a Gray encoder these words can be coded in such a way that words related to
adjacent levels in the PAM signal differ only one bit. If in the receiver a decision error
occurs, most likely an adjacent level is chosen if the signal to noise ratio is high. So if a
symbol error occurs, only one bit of the data word is in error. In other words, Gray
coding is a method to enhance the bit error rate of the modem.

- 13 -
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This Gray coded series of data words is subsequently used to generate an M-level PAM
signal to map the bits of the data words to symbols with a symbol rate Rs ' If a shaping
filter is used in the PAM signal generator, the PAM signal is composed of raised cosine
pulses. Else the PAM signal consists of NRZ pulses. In both cases the required bandwidth
of the PAM signal is limited.

In the modulator the PAM signal can modulate the amplitude, the frequency or the phase
of a carrier in case of the M-ASK, M-FSK or M-PSK modulation methods. In case of the
M-QAM modulation method, two PAM signals are used to modulate the amplitude and
the phase of a carrier at the same time. The modulated signal Set) subsequently is
transmitted via the transmission medium.

The transmission medium which consists of the cable television network, adds noise to
the signal Set) as a result of amplifiers and filters in the network. This noise is supposed
to be AWGN. Furthermore the attenuation and the group delay time of the medium are
frequency dependent, which results in ISI at the receiver.

At the receiver the signal plus noise, Set) + nrt), is filtered with a band pass filter to
attenuate the out of band noise, the noise that is not situated in the frequency band where
all the signal power is located. Subsequently the signal is amplified and demodulated,
after which the original PAM signal is regenerated. With an equalizer the ISI in the PAM
signal can be reduced before a decision is made by the threshold device. The threshold
device regenerates the original series of data words, which are decoded with a Gray
decoder and converted back to the original series of bits with a parallel to serial con
verter.

In the following sections the modulation methods and only the coherent demodulation
methods of the M-ASK, M-FSK, M-PSK and M-QAM signalling schemes are discussed.
In case of the M-PSK and M-QAM modulation methods, only coherent demodulation can
be used. In case of the M-FSK and M-ASK modulation methods, coherent as well as non
coherent demodulation can be used, but coherent modulation results in a better bit error
rate compared to the non-coherent demodulation methods.

For each of the signalling schemes, the maximum bit rate in the specific case of the cable
television network is calculated to determine the most spectral efficient signalling scheme.
In the calculations of the maximum bit rate the effects of ISI are not included.

2.2.1. Multilevel amplitude shift keying (M-ASK)

An example of the signalling waveform Set) used in the M-ASK modulation method is
shown in formula 2.10. Here a PAM signal composed of NRZ pulses is used to modulate
the amplitude of the carrier.

- 14 -
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+cc

S(t) = L ~(t- loTS>
l=-cc

o<t ~ Ts

Theoretical consideratiol1ll

(2.10)

The factor Aj in formula 2.10 represents the J'Ih level that corresponds to the fh symbol
generated out of k bits where j={1,2, ... ,M} and M=2k

• The factor ao represents the
distance in volts between two nearby levels of the PAM signal and the factor Wc re
presents the carrier frequency multiplied with 211'".

An example of the signalling waveform described in formula 2.10 is shown in figure 2.9.

5(t)

owmvJ

o t
5Ts

Figure 2.9: An example of the signalling waveform Set) used
in M-ASK modulation.

The required bandwidth to transmit the signalling waveform Set) can be calculated with
formula 2.2. It can be shown [2] that for the required bandwidth B of the signal Set)
applies that:

B ~ 3'Rs
(2.11)

If pulse shaping is used to shape the PAM signal that modulates the amplitude of the
carrier, it can be shown that for the required bandwidth B to transmit the modulated
signal applies that:

B=2'B =2 o [Rs
+f3 ]baseband 2

(2.12)

One feature of aspectral efficient modulation method is that the required bandwidth of
the modulated signal is limited to a minimum. This can be realised by using a raised
eosine pulse shaping filter.

- 15 -
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The other feature of such a spectral efficient modulation method concerns the signal
power efficiency. The signal constellation used in the modulation method has to be chosen
in such a way that a minimum signal power is needed for transmitting the modulated
signal with a specific bit error rate. A signal constellation that uses a minimum of signal
power is shown in figure 2.10, where M is chosen to be 8.

~
decislon thresholds

----+-----~-t

Figure 2.10: An example of an 8-ASK signal con
stellation which uses a minimum of
power.

For the symbol error rate Ps of an M-ASK modem can be derived that [2]:

where: Eo ==
2

2Vnuuao =--
M-1

M: number of signal levels

1'/: single sided power spectral density of the noise

Ts: symbol duration

Vnuu: maximal signal voltage of the modulated signal

- 16 -
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With this symbol error rate the bit error rate of the modem can be calculated. If it is
assumed that no Gray coding is applied to enhance the bit error rate, the bit error rate can
be calculated as follows.

To derive the average probability of bit error, note that all symbols errors occur with an
equal probability:

= (2.14)

Since there are Gz") ways in which h out of k bits in a symbol may be in error, the average
number of bit errors per k-bit symbol is:

(2.15)

Because there are k bits in a symbol, the average probability of bit error is simply:

(2.16)

So the bit error rate of the M-ASK modulation method, if no Gray coding is applied, is:

(2.17)

If Gray coding is applied the bit error rate can be reduced. In figure 2.11 an example of
Gray coding in a4-level signal constellation is shown.

01 A 2

Figure 2.11: Gray coding in a4-level
signal constellation.
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If the signal to noise ratio is high and a symbol error occurs, most likely an adjacent
symbol will be detected instead of the original symbol. Because Gray encoding is employ
ed, as shown in figure 2.11, the symbols related to adjacent levels differ only one bit, so
only one bit is in error if a single symbol error occurs.

For the bit error rate, if Gray encoding is applied, can be derived:

1
Pb ::::: -Pk S

'f S . h' hI-IS Ig
N

(2.18)

So the bit error rate of the M-ASK modulation method, if Gray encoding is applied, is:

[J-]
2(M-l) Eo

P ::::: Q-
b MlogiM) 21]

and thus Grayencoding will be preferred.

(2.19)

With formula 2.19 and the demands of section 1.2, the bit error rate Pb' of an M-ASK
modem using Gray coding and pulse shaping with a roll off factor of {3=R/4, is plotted
as a function of the required bandwidth BW in figure 2.12. The parameter k represents the
number of bits used to form a symbol.

The corresponding bit rate, in this case, can be calculated with:

R = 2·k·BW
b 3

(2.20)

In appendix 3, some simulation files for MATLAB are added, to calculate the perfor
mance of the M-ASK modem more precisely.

The calculation of the maximum bitrate of the M-ASK modem in the specific case of a
cable television network can be carried out as follows. In a CATV network, the available
bandwidth is divided in frequency bands of 7 MHz as shown in appendix 4. This division
of the available bandwidth in channels is also preferred by CATV network operators, so
the required bandwidth BW of the modem is also chosen to be 7 MHz.

With figure 2.12 or appendix 3, the maximum bit rate of the M-ASK modem can be
determined. This can he done by using the bit error rate characteristic as follows. By
choosing a bit error rate smaller than 10-11 and a bandwidth of 7 MHz, a maximum value
for the parameter k can be determined. In this case this maximum value is k=8. With
formula 2.20 the corresponding bit rate can be calculated.

- 18 -
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M-ASK performance
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O
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BW [Hz]

Figure--2.12: The bit error rate characteristic of the M-ASK modem.

The maximum bit rate can also he determined by using the MATLAB simulation program
of appendix 3. This program calculates the maximum bit rate Rb and the bit error rate Pb
as a function of the parameter k. By choosing the value for the bit error rate which just
satisfies the condition Pb < 10-11

, the parameter k and the corresponding bit rate Rb can be
determined.

In both cases a maximum value of Rb=37.3 Mbit/s with a bit error rate of Pb=5.42e-14
can be determined. This maximum bit rate can be achieved with a 256-ASK modem using
Gray coding and pulse shaping with a roIl off factor of {3=R/4.
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2.2.2. Multiphase phase shift keying (M-PSK)

The use of an M-Ievel PAM signal, composed of NRZ pulses, to modulate the phase of
the carrier results in the signalling waveform shown in formula 2.21.

00

S(t) = L Sit- [oT)
/=-00

where ~(t) ~ Aocos [w/ + ~(j-l) ]

(2.21)

The factor Ao in formula 2.21 represents the amplitude of the carrier. The J'lh level of the
PAM signal that corresponds with the ft symbol results in a carrier phase of 27r(j-l)/M
where j ={1,2, . . . ,M} and M =2k

• The factor Wc represents the carrier frequency
multiplied with 27r.

An example of the signalling waveform used in an M-PSK modem is shown in figure
2.13.

S(tJ

1.751t0.5 1to

- A 0 '-------'"-_------''-------'"-_------''------''---_--'"-"'-----'"'--_"'"'--~_1L-------.J t
o J;; 2J;; 3J;; 4J;; 5J;;

1.5 1t 0.25 1tphase:

of--+-+---+--+--+---+---+--+-+---+-----1-+-+---+----+---+++--+---+---+J

Figure 2.13: An example of the signalling waveform Set) used in
M-PSK modulation.

The required bandwidth to transmit this signalling waveform can he calculated with
formula 2.2. It can be shown [2] that for the required bandwidth B of the signal Set)
applies that:

B ~ 3·Rs
(2.22)

If pulse shaping is used to generate a PAM signal, composed of raised eosine pulses, that
modulates the phase of the carrier, it can be shown that for the required bandwidth B to
transmit the modulated signal applies that:

- 20-
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(2.23)

An example of the signal constellation used in this M-PSK modulation method is shown in
the phasor diagram in figure 2.14.

j-1

1-2ÇJ
thresholds

1-3

j=S

j=7

Figure 2.14: An example of an M-P8K signa!
constellation for M=8.

In figure 2.14 a signal constellation of a 8-PSK modem is shown. The possible phases of
the carrier are marked from j = 1 through j = 8 with a dot. If noise is added to the modu
lated signal the phase of the carrier will vary around these dots on the circle. If the phase
of the carrier remains between the surrounding thresholds, the symbol will be correctly
decoded in the receiver. If the phase of the carrier however not remains between the
thresholds a decoding error occurs in the receiver which results in a symbol error.

For the symbol error rate can be derived that [6]:

M > 4

where: Es
A/Ts

2

Ao = Vmax

Ts: symbol duration

11: single sided power spectral density of the noise

M: number of signal levels

(2.24)

With the equation of the symbol error rate, the bit error rate of the M-PSK modem can be
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detennined.

In an M-PSK modem Gray encoding can be applied to improve the bit error rate. An
example of a nonnal signal constellation and a signal constellation where Gray encoding
is applied is shown in figure 2.15 in case of a 8-PSK modem.

8-PSK without gray encoding 8-PSK with gray encoding

101

100 \ '001

110~{~~000

001

010
011

,-,-,-----'-'-'7 \-,.,.,." .._,.
,/ \1

101 / \. 111

110

Figure 2.15: The signal constellations used in an 8-PSK
modem with and without gray coding.

For the bit error rate of the M-PSK modulation method, where no Gray encoding is
applied, can be derived:

(2.25)
M ~ 4

For the bit error rate of the M-PSK modulation method with a Gray encoded carrier phase
is found:

(2.26)
M ~ 4

so Gray encoding of the carrier phase will be preferred.

With fonnula 2.26 and the demands of section 1.2, the bit error rate Pb' of an M-PSK
modem using Gray coding and pulse shaping with a roll off factor of {3=R/4, is plotted
as a function of the required bandwidth BW in figure 2.16.
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Figure-2.16: The bit error rate characteristic of the M-PSK modem.

The corresponding bit rate, in this case, can be calculated with:

R = 2·k·BW
b 3

(2.27)

In appendix 5, some MATLAB program files are added, to calculate the performance of
the M-PSK modem more precisely.
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With the bit error rate characteristic in figure 2.16 or the MATLAB program files in
appendix 5, the maximum bit rate of an M-PSK modem with a bandwidth of BW=7 MHz
can be determined. A maximum bit rate of Rb=42 Mbit/s and a bit error rate Pb < 10-20

can be achieved with a 512-PSK modem using Gray coding and pulse shaping with a roU
off factor of (3=R/4.

2.2.3. Multifrequency frequency shift keying (M-FSK)

If an M-level PAM signal, composed of NRZ pulses, is used to modulate the frequency of
the carrier, the signalling waveform Set) can be written as in formula 2.28.

00

Set) = L Sj (t-Z' Ts )
1=-00

where SP) ~ Aocos ["'0. 2~Ij_l). "']

(2.28)

The factor Ao in formula 2.28 represents the amplitude of the carrier. The factor Wo is the
carrier frequency multiplied by 27r. In case of the M-FSK modulation method the
spectrum of the signal Set) is not centered around this frequency, but this frequency marks
the left boundary of that part of the frequency band where most part of the signal power
is 10cated. Again Ts represents the symbol duration of the symbols in the PAM signal now
used to modulate the frequency of the carrier. The factor 27rt(j-1)/Ts wherej={1,2, ... ,M}
describes that M frequencies are used, spaced at minimum distances of D.f= lITs' The
factor et> in formula 2.28 represents the initial phase of the carrier.

An example of the signalling waveform described in formula 2.28 is the signalling
waveform shown in figure 2.17.

S(tJ

o

o
v \

r 1\

\ \/ \
2~ 4~

t
5~

Figure 2.17: An example of the signalling waveform S(t) used
in an M-FSK modulation scheme.
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It can be shown [2] that for the bandwidth B of this signalling waveform Sr!) applies that:

MB = M o l:1f = -
Ts

(2.29)

From formula 2.29 can be discovered that the M-FSK modulation method can not be used
as a spectraI efficient modulation method, because the required bandwidth increases if the
symbol rate is increased as well as the number of levels used in the PAM signal is
increased.

For the symbol error rate of the M-FSK modulation method the following expression can
be found in [6]:

1- -loT [1- Q [Y +~ ] ] M-I e -j" dy
J27r -00 J~

h E
__ Ao

2 Tswere: s -2-

Ao = Vmar

Ts : symbol duration

1]: single sided power spectral density of the noise

M: number of signal levels

(2.30)

In case of the M-FSK signalling scheme, Gray coding can not reduce the bit error rate. If
a symbol error occurs as a result of AWGN in the receiver, an arbitrary frequency is
detected by the demodulator. So an arbitrary symbol is generated by the threshold device,
even if the signal to noise ratio is high.

Therefore the bit error rate can be written as:

(2.31)

For the completeness of it all, a MATLAB program file for calculating the performance
of an M-FSK modem is shown in appendix 6.

The maximum bit rate of the M-FSK modulation method, which occupies a bandwidth of
B=7 MHz, can be achieved with a 4-FSK modem. This modem achieves a bitrate of
Rb =3.5 Mbit/sec with a bit error rate of Pb < 10-300•
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2.2.4. Multilevel quadrature amplitude modulation

Because the M-QAM signalling scheme is somewhat different than the previously
discussed signalling schemes, a more detailed block diagram of an M-QAM modem is
shown in figure 2.18.

M-OAM Modulator
..............._---_ - _----_ _-- .· .· .· .· .· .· .
I lP I

binary data : S~~al bandpass iS(t)
Rb Parallel filter

converter

o

M-OAM Demodulator

bandpass
filter

S(t)+n(t)

..............................................................................-- - __ __.__ .

threshold
devices L.'..----.-r------,

& pa~lIel jblnary data

SeriaJ Rb
digitaJ converter
logie

: - - - - -.- ~

Figure 2.18: A block diagram of an M-QAM modem.

As shown in figure 2.18 two PAM signais, the In Phase (lP) and the Quadrature (Q)
PAM signal, are generated out of the series of bits. Both the In Phase and Quadrature
PAM signal exists of m levels, where m=2k12

• Both PAM signals separately can be shaped
to limit the required bandwidth to a minimum. The shaped or the non-shaped versions of
the In Phase and the Quadrature PAM signals are used to modulate the amplitude of the
carrier respectively the amplitude of an over 90° phase shifted version of the carrier. The
results of these multiplications are successively added by a summing device and filtered
by a band pass filter, so the M-QAM modulated signal Set) is generated.

At the receiver the In Phase PAM signal is recovered by multiplying the filtered signal
Set) with a local coherent version of the carrier and filtering the resulting signal with a
low pass filter. To recover the Quadrature PAM signal, the filtered signal is multiplied
with an over 90° phase shifted version of the local coherent version of the carrier and
filtered with a low pass filter. With a threshold device and a parallel to serial converter
the original binary data is generated.
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An example, in the fonn of an equation, of the signalling wavefonn Set) if In Phase and
Quadrature PAM signais, both composed of NRZ pulses, modulate the amplitude of the
carrier respectively the amplitude of the phase shifted version of the carrier, is shown in
fonnula 2.32.

+00

where SP) = Aj (aocos wl) + Bj (aosin wl)

= J(A) ai+ (Bj ai cos [w/+ .rctan [~11 o < t ~ Ts

(2.32)

Fonnula 2.32 clearly shows how the amplitude and the phase of the carrier are modulated
at the same time. The factor Aj in fonnula 2.32 represents the J1h level of the In Phase
PAM signal that corresponds to the ft symbol of the In Phase series of symbols. The
factor Bj in fonnula 2.32 stands for the J1h level of the Quadrature PAM signal that
corresponds to the ft symbol of the quadrature series of symbols. Both series of symbols
are generated out of k/2 bits, so m=2k

/
2 andj={1,2, ... ,mlo The factor ao represents the

distance in volts between two nearby levels of the In Phase or Quadrature PAM signais.
The factor Wc represents the carrier frequency multiplied with 27r. The spectrum of the
signal Set) is centered around this frequency.

An example of the wavefonn Set) described in fonnula 2.32 is shown in figure 2.19

S(t)

Figure 2.19: An example of the signalling waveform Set) used
in an M-QAM modulation scheme.

The required bandwidth to transmit the signal Set) shown in figure 2.19 can be calculated
with fonnula 2.2. It can be shown [2] that for the required bandwidth B applies that:

B ~ 3·Rs
(2.33)

If pulse shaping is used to shape the In Phase and the Quadrature PAM signals used in
the modulator, it can be shown that for the required bandwidth B to transmit the M-QAM
modulated signal applies that:
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B= 2· B = 2· [Rs
+ (3 ]baseband 2

where p= [0 .. ;]
RbRs =
k

Theoretical cons iderations

(2.34)

In aspectral efficient modulation schema not only the required bandwidth has to be
limited to a minimum, but also the used signal power of the modulated signal. The signal
constellations of an M-QAM modem shown in the phasor diagram of figure 2.20 for
several values of the parameter M lead to this minimum signal power.

t

Q

~32
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1 1 1 1 ! 1 lP

~ ~ L-. --...l j ~
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\ )

..",.,.__.•......_---..-..- ..•.....--._ ,.',"

Figure 2.20: M-QAM signal constellations
for various values of M.

To enhance the bit error rate of the M-QAM modem, it is possible to apply a two dimen
sional Gray encoding on the points in the signal constellation shown in figure 2.20. This
two dimensional Gray coded signal constellation is formed if the levels of the In Phase
and Quadrature PAM signals are separately Gray encoded.

Por the symbol error rate of the M-QAM modulation method two equations can be found
in [2]:
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Ps = 2 (:-1) Q [I:~ ] if k is even

~ eEQ
,)

Ps ::=::
4 MfJ -"mij if k is odde

J67rEav

where: m=VM
M: number of signal levels

Theoretica! considerations

(2.35)

a =o

Ts: symbol duration

fJ: single sided PSD of the noise

m2 E
Eav = 6 0

For the bit error rate of the M-QAM modem if no Gray encoding is applied can be found
that:

If Gray encoding is applied, the bit error rate is:

Pb ::=:: .!Pk s

(2.36)

(2.37)

With fonnulas 2.35 and 2.37 and the demands of section 1.2, the bit error rate Pb' of an
M-QAM modem using with Gray coding and pulse shaping with a roU off factor of
{3 =R/4, is plotted as a function of the required bandwidth BW in figure 2.21.
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M-QAM performance
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Figure--2.21: The bit error rate characteristic of the M-QAM modem.

The corresponding bit rate, in this case, can be calculated with:

R = 2·k·BW
b -':3=--

(2.38)

In appendix 7, some MATLAB program mes are added, to calculate the performance of
the M-QAM modem more precisely.
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With figure 2.21 or appendix 7, the maximum bit rate of the M-QAM modem in the
specific case of a cable television network can be determined. A maximum bitrate of
Rb=70 Mbit/s with a bit error rate of Pb=7.2e-14 can be achieved with a 32768-QAM
modem using Gray coding and pulse shaping with a roU off factor of {3 =R/4.

In practice such a 32768-QAM modem can not be realised of course, but it is clear that
the M-QAM signalling scheme is the most spectraI efficient one. So the best performances
will be attained with an M-QAM modem.

More practical M-QAM signalling schemes are the 16-QAM, the 64-QAM or 256-QAM
signalling schemes. The use of these signalling schemes result in a theoreticaUy lower bit
error rate compared to the bit error rate of a 32768-QAM modem, so in practice the
demand of a bit error rate of Pb < 10-11 is easier fulfilled.

2.3. Channel imperfections

In the preceding sections, while calculating the bit error rate of the different modulation
methods, it was assumed that the transmission channel was ideal. The coaxial cabie, used
in the CATV network, is of course no ideal transmission channel. It can be shown that
the attenuation of the coaxial cable is frequency dependent. Also the group delay time of
the coaxial cable is frequency dependent. Both channel imperfections contribute to the ISI
that occurs in the demodulator. The more spectral efficient a modem is, the more
negative the effects of the ISI are.

The occurrence of ISI, however, can be reduced by using equalizers. In the CATV
network, equalizers are already used to improve the channel characteristics of the coaxial
cabie, so the demands for transmission of ordinary television channels of the Dutch
government [1] are satisfied. In figure 2.22 the maximum permitted amplitude and the
group delay time deviation per TV channel are shown.

amplitude
[dB]

group delay time
~.g. R.I1+1 [ns] ~ IIlll II+50

IIII 1J-
50

>--+------------11 '[MHz] 1-1-+-1------------<1 '[MHz]

-0.25 +5 .().25 +5

Figure 2.22: The channel characteristics of the medium.

With a MATLAB simulation for a 256-QAM modem, the ISI as a result of these ampli-
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tude and group delay time deviations, is determined. The amplitude response and the
group delay time response, of the transmission channel used in this simulation, are chosen
as shown in figure 2.22.

In appendix 8, the corresponding MATLAB program mes are shown to determine the
effects of the chosen channel response. If these MATLAB program files are executed as
listed, finally the eye pattem of the In Phase PAM signal, as shown in figure 2.23, of a
256-QAM modem is plotted.

X 10-3
10

2.5
·7

x10

21.510.5
_8L-------....L..--------L---------'---------I...---------I

o

Figure 2.23: The eye pattem of the In Phase PAM signal in a 256-QAM modem.
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As shown in figure 2.23, the effects of the ISI on the eye openings of the eye pattem of
the In Phase PAM signal at the sample moment in a 256-QAM modem are negligible.

However, in practice an extra equalizer to reduce ISI in the modem circuit is nevertheless
required, because simulations do not take everything into account, they only approach
reality. As a result of an inaccuracy in the sample moment, a phase error of the local
coherent carrier and non linear distortion caused by non ideal components, ISI still occurs
at the receiver.

2.4. Conclusions

In this chapter the spectraI efficient modulation methods, M-FSK, M-ASK, M-PSK and
M-QAM, are discussed. If these spectral efficient modulation methods are used to
transmit digital data via the coaxial cable of a cable television network, several demands
have to be fulfilled. The required bandwidth needed to transmit the digital data, has to be
limited to a value of B=7 MHz. The bit rate of the modem has to be maximized and the
bit error rate PIJ has to be smaller than 1O-II . Additionally a maximum RMS value of
VRMs,mlU=76 dBIJ.V for the voltage of the modulated signal and an upper bound of G/j) =
5e-18 W /Hz of the single sided power spectral density of the noise have to be taken into
account.

Subsequently the maximum bit rates of these spectral efficient modulation methods have
been determined as shown in table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Maximum bit rates of the discussed
modulation methods.

Modulation Maximum Bit error rate
method bit rate

4-FSK 3.5 Mbit/s < 10-300

256-ASK 37.3 Mbit/s 5.42e-14
512-PSK 42 Mbit/s < 10-20

32768-QAM 70 Mbit/s 7.2e-14

In table 2.1 can be seen that the M-QAM modulation method is the most spectral efficient
modulation method. However, a 32768-QAM modem is not realisabie in practice. More
practical M-QAM modems are the 16-QAM, the 64-QAM and the 256-QAM modems,
which are able to achieve theoretical bit rates of respectively 18.7 Mbit/s, 28 Mbit/s and
37.3 Mbit/s.
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In the calculations used to detennine the maximum bit rates, ISI as a result of the
transmission channel imperfections is not included. With a MATLAB simulation the ISI
in a 256-QAM modem is detennined by plotting the eye pattem of the In Phase PAM
signal. The effects of the ISI on the eye openings in the eye pattem of the In Phase PAM
signal are negligible.

In practice, however, ISI always will occur as a result of an inaccuracy of the sample
moment, a phase error in the recovered carrier and of non linear distortion caused by non
ideal components. So, in practice an extra equalizer in the receiver is required to reduce
the ISI.
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3. The design plan of an M-QAM modem

Modem Layout

In chapter 2, the M-QAM modulation method proved to be the most spectral efficient
modulation method. This is why this modulation method is chosen to be implemented in
the modem circuit.

Theoretically it is possible to achieve a maximum bitrate of Rb =7ü Mbit/s with the
32768-QAM signalling scheme. This modulation method is of course not realisable in
practice. So better is to choose a more practical signalling scheme as 16-QAM, 64-QAM
or 256-QAM, which are able to achieve bit rates of respectively 18.7 Mbit/s, 28 Mbit/s
or 37.3 Mbit/s in theory. These signalling schemes have a larger margin in the bit error
rate, so more freedom in designing the modem circuit is created.

This margin in the bit error rate is needed, because the bit error rate of the designed
modem is always worse than the theoretical determined bit error rate. One of the causes,
is the occurrence of ISI as a result of the channel imperfections, an inaccuracy of the
sample moment, a phase error in the recovered carrier and non linear distortion in the
used components. To reduce the effects of ISI, an adaptive equalizer is used in practice.

Other causes are, the occurrence of echoes as a result of an incorrect matched load
impedance of the coaxial cabIe, and the occurrence of noise as a result of non ideal
components.

The feasibility of the M-QAM signalling scheme depends to a large extent on the practical
implementation of it. In this chapter, the practical implementation of such a signalling
scheme will be discussed on the basis of block diagrams, but first some points of
departure with regard to this practical implementation are discussed.

3.1. Points of departure

The designed modem has to meet several demands in the specific case of digital transmis
sion in a cable television network. These demands result in a number of points of
departure used in the modem realisation.

As mentioned in chapter 1, the transmission medium used in the cable television network
is a coaxial cable with a characteristic impedance of 75 Ohm. Therefore the output
impedance of the modulator and the input impedance of the demodulator have to be
matched to 75 Ohm, so a minimum of echoes occur as a result of reflections.

For the maximum RMS value of the of the modulated signal, a value of 76 dB,uV is
established as discussed in chapter 1. This means that the amplitude of the modulated
signal has to be limited to a value of 8.92 mV.
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For the required bandwidth to transmit the modulated signal, a maximum of B=7 MHz is
established. With formula 2.34, it can be shown that this results in a maximum bandwidth
of 3.5 MHz of the PAM signais. If a shaping filter with a roll off factor of {3=R/4 is
used to limit the bandwidth of these PAM signals to this specific value, a maximum
symbol rate of Rs=4.7 Mbaud/s can be determined.

Furthermore, a maximum value for the bit error rate of Pb < 10-11 is established as
mentioned in chapter 1. If this demand can not be attained in practice, two different
solutions to decrease the bit error rate can be used. One of the solutions is to encode the
series of bits with a Fault Error Corrector (FEC) encoder. The encoder adds extra bits to
the actual series of bits to add redundant information to decrease the bit error rate. This
results in a lower effective bit rate to transmit the actual information.

Another solution to reduce the bit error rate Pb is to reduce the bit rate Rb of the modem,
so the required bandwidth B to transmit the modulated signal is also reduced. A reduction
of the bandwidth B at its turn results in a reduction of the bit error rate Pb' as shown in
figure 2.21. If both methods lead to approximately the same maximum bit rates Rb to
transmit the actual information, the latter method will be preferred because of its
simplicity .

3.2. The M-QAM modulator

In figure 3.1 a more detailed block diagram of an M-QAM modulator is shown.

SIP
converter

75 Q
coaxial
cable

Figure 3.1: Block diagram of an M-QAM modulator.

As shown in figure 3.1 a binary series of bits {bk}' arrives at the serial to parallel
converter. This serial to parallel converter generates a stream of k parallel bits at a rate of
Rs' which is a factor k slower than the clock rate Rb of the binary series of bits.

This stream of k parallel bits is split up in two streams of kl2 parallel bits which are used
for generating two PAM signais, the In-Phase and the Quadrature PAM signal. Before
these PAM signals are generated, each of the separate streams of kl2 parallel bits can be
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coded with a Gray encoder to reduce the symbol error rate and thus the bit error rate.

With the use of a digital to analog converter, each stream of kl2 parallel bits can be
converted to a PAM signal with the desired maximum value and offset. The baseband
PAM signals generated by the digital to analog converters require too much bandwidth.
To minimize the required bandwidth of the QAM modulated signal, the required band
width of each of the PAM signals is limited to a minimum of 3.5 MHz using a shaping
filter.

In practice a shaping filter can be realised in different ways. One way of realising the
shaping filter is by minimizing the required bandwidth of a PAM signal by filtering the
PAM signal with an arbitrary low pass filter with a cut off frequency between R/2 and
Rs ' As a result of this, ISI is likely to occur. If this arbitrary low pass filter is followed
by a zero forcing filter, the amount of ISI that occurs can be reduced to negligible values
compared to the effects of noise.

Another way of minimizing the required bandwidth of a PAM signal is by filtering the
PAM signal with a Raised Cosine Pulse shaping filter. In such a Raised Cosine Pulse
shaping filter the PAM signal, which consists of NRZ pulses, is converted to a PAM
signal which consists of RZ pulses with a pulsewidth that is small compared to the symbol
duration Tso These RZ pulses c10sely resembie impulses. The Raised Cosine Pulse shaping
filter substitutes each impulse in the signal by the impulse response of the shaping filter.
If the impulse response of the shaping filter is chosen to be a single Raised Cosine Pulse,
the shaped signal will consist of superimposed Raised Cosine Pulses. In this way the
required bandwidth of the shaped PAM signal will be minimized without the occurrence
of ISI.

If the required bandwidth of both the In Phase and the Quadrature PAM signal is
minimized, these signals can be used for QAM modulation. The In Phase PAM signal
modulates the amplitude of a carrier with a frequency of fc. The Quadrature PAM signal
modulates the amplitude of a carrier which is shifted 90° in phase compared to the other
carrier. Both amplitude modulated carriers are subsequently added, so an lP QAM modu
lated signal is generated. These operations can be realised by separate components, but
also by a single component called a vector modulator.

After QAM modulation the modulated signal is filtered by a band pass filter with a
bandwidth of 7 MHz and a centre frequency of fc and amplified by an amplifier with an
output impedance of 75ft With an RF modulator of the cable television network, the lP
QAM modulated signal can be transmitted via coaxial cable using an arbitrary television
channel in the frequency band of 250 MHz - 450 MHz.
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3.2.1. The Serial/Parallel converter

Modem Layout

A possible solution for the serial to parallel converter is the solution shown in figure 3.2.
0 80

0 80

FF1 ~r FFk elk

DATA D Q D Q ...

ClK ClK ClK

ClK _----'--__--L-._

Rb

Figure 3.2: The serial to parallel converter.

As shown in figure 3.2, the serial data is shifted to the right with a rate of Rb using the
flipflops FF1 to FFk, which realise a k bit shift register. If k new bits of the serial data
are shifted in the shiftregister the k bits parallel data register clocks the parallel data with
a rate of Rs ' so the parallel data is available for Ts = 1/Rs seconds for further use.

The clock divider, which divides the bit clock with a rate of Rb by a factor k to obtain a
symbol dock with a rate of Rs' can be realised with a counter.

3.2.2. The Gray encoder

As mentioned, it is possible to reduce the bit error rate of the modem with the use of a
Gray encoder. Each stream of kl2 parallel bits, used for generation of one of the two
PAM signais, can independently be Gray coded. How this Gray coding has to be
implemented, also depends on the method for fractional number representation used in the
digital to analog converter.

The two most suitable methods for representing fractional numbers in digital to analog
conversion are the two's complement coding method and the offset binary coding method.
These methods are illustrated in table 3.1 for a three bits code. Which method will be
used, depends on the type of digital to analog converter that is used and this depends
again on the maximum conversion rate. The maximum conversion rate of the digital to
analog converter has to be at least the same as the symbol rate Rs =4.7e6 S-1.

Table 3.1 shows how the two different coding methods result in a value for the output
voltage of the digital to analog converter. For example, the two's complement code 011
results in an output voltage of the digital to analog converter of +314 times a reference
value V'e!' The offset binary code 011, however, results in an output voltage of -1/4 times
a reference value V'e!. The reference value V,e! can be used to establish the maximum
value of the output voltage.
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Table 3.1: Two's complement and offset
binary coding methods.

Voltage two's offset
x Vref complement binary

+3/4 011 111
+2/4 010 110
+114 001 101

0 000 100
-114 111 011
-2/4 110 010
-3/4 101 001
-1 100 000

Modem Layout

The different codes in table 3.1 represent the different possible discrete levels that can be
generated by the digital to analog converter. So the different codes can be used to
represent the different levels in each PAM signa!. To map the kl2 parallel data bits on the
different signal levels of a PAM signa! in a binary or Gray coded way, some kind of data
conversion has to be carried out. An example to illustrate this mapping of the data bits on
the corresponding levels is shown in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Mapping of the binary data on
the different PAM levels.

IN OUT

binary Gray two's offset
code code complement binary

111 010 011 111
110 011 010 110
101 111 001 101
100 110 000 100
011 100 111 011
010 101 110 010
001 001 101 001
000 000 100 000

The data conversions shown in table 3.2 can easily be programmed in a PAL or a
EEPROM. The PAL or the EEPROM is used as a lookup table where for example the
Gray coded data is converted to a two's complement code for the different levels in the
PAM signa!.
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3.2.3. PAM bandwidth reduction

Modem Layout

As mentioned, different methods are available to implement a shaping filter to reduce the
bandwidth of a baseband PAM signal to a minimum without the occurrenee of IS!. Two
possible methods are the zero forcing filter method and the raised eosine pulse shaping
filter method.

In the succeeding two sections the different methods are discussed and examples of each
of the two methods are given. In the calculations used to determine the filter coefficients
of both filters, a standard pulse with a pulse width of Ts= lIRs and amplitude of 1 is used
as the input signalof the filters. After the filter coefficients are determined, both filters
can also be used in case of a PAM signal, composed of pulses with different amplitudes
and with a symbol rate of Rs' as the input signa!.

3.2.3.1. The zero forcing filter method

In figure 3.3 the block diagram of the zero forcing filter method is shown.

x{n] ~]

-ot. -RT. -t. eb +. RT. ", ::D>,~.~~ -~.
Figure 3.3: The block diagram of the zero forcing

filter methode

As shown in figure 3.3, the positive pulse is filtered with an arbitrary low pass filter,
with a cut off frequency between R/2 and Rs' to reduce the required bandwidth of the
pulse. In this way, a pulse with a known shape and a specific required bandwidth is
generated.

Because an arbitrary low pass filter is used for reducing the required bandwidth, ISI is
most likely to occur, at the sample moments t=n'Ts' The function of the zero forcing
filter after the low pass filter is to force the values of the signal voltage at these sample
moments t = n- Ts for n;i' 0 to zero, so ISI is avoided or at least reduced to negligible
values.

If the ISI after the low pass filter is small, a simple zero forcing filter with a small
number of filter coefficients will suffice to reduce the ISI to negligible values. So the
more the amplitude characteristic of the analog low pass filter resembles the fourier
transform of a Raised eosine Pulse, the lesser ISI occurs after the low pass filter. This
results in a smaller number of filter coefficients needed in the zero forcing filter to reduce
the ISI to negligible values and thus a simpIer zero forcing filter. In other words the
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circuit complexity of the zero forcing filter can be exchanged with the circuit complexity
of the analog low pass filter.

In practice the analog low pass filter is easier and cheaper to realise than the zero forcing
filter, so the best practical solution is to choose the complexity of the analog low pass
filter high, so the complexity of the zero forcing filter can be low.

An example of a possible zero forcing filter, is the filter shown in figure 3.4. It consists
of four time delays, five multipliers and an adder.

x[2] x[1] x[D] x[-1] x[-2]

x[n]------.----I

a

YIn]

Figure 3.4: A five taps symmetrie FIR filter.

The filter in figure 3.4 is a five taps symmetrie Finite Impulse Response or FIR filter. A
symmetrie FIR filter must be chosen to reduce the ISI, because this type of filter does not
add any additional ISI to the signal as a result of phase distortion. Five filter taps are
chosen is this example, but the number of filter taps can be increased to further reduce
the ISI to the desired value.

The filter coefficients of the zero forcing filter can be calculated by using formula 3.1.

M-1
--r

y[n] = co'x[n] + L c['(x[n-l] +x[n+l])
[=1

where x[n]: sampled input signal

y[n]: output signal

Co .. CM-} : filter coefficients
---r

M: number of filter coefficients

(3.1)

Here x[n] is the output signalof the analog low pass filter sampled at t=n'Ts' The signal
y[n] is the output signalof the zero forcing filter. This signal has to be chosen as shown
in formula 3.2, so the ISI at the output of the zero forcing filter is reduced.
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-- { 01y[n]
n=O

n;éO

Modem Layout

(3.2)

Subsequently, a number of independent equations can be generated by varying the
variabIe n. By solving these equations, the filter coefficients of the zero forcing filter can
be determined.

An example of the calculation of the filter coefficients in case the zero forcing filter in
figure 3A is used, is given below. If the signal at the input of the zero forcing filter is
known at the sample moments t=n'Ts' for example the signal x[n] in table 3.3, then the
filter coefficients of the zero forcing filter can be calculated, because the signal at the
output of the zero forcing filter has to be the signal y[n] of table 3.3, if the ISI has to be
minimized.

Table 3.3: In and output signals of the zero forcing
filter at the sample moments.

n x[n] y[n]

-4 0.01 -
-3 -0.03 -
-Z 0.1 0
-1 -O.Z 0
0 1 1
1 -O.Z 0
Z 0.1 0
3 -0.03 -
4 0.01 -

With table 3.3 and figure 304, the following equations can be derived.

y[O] = a'x[Z] + b'x[l] + c'x[O] + b'x[-l] + a'x[-Z]
1 = O.Za - DAb + C

y[1] = y[ -1] = a'x[l] + b'x[D] + c'x[ -1] + b'x[ -Z] + a'x[ -3]
o = -0.Z3a + 1.1b - O.Zc

y[Z] = y[-Z] = a'x[D] + b'x[-l] + c'x[-Z] + b'x[-3] + a'x[-4]
o = 1.D1a - 0.Z3b + O.lc

- 4Z -

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)
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I 9 ~
~ 10

With the equations 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 the filter coefficients of the zero forcing filter can be
calculated. The filter coefficients are: a = -0.0131455,

b = 0.036767 and
c = 0.2173359.

3.2.3.2. The Raised eosine Pulse shaping filter method

In figure 3.5 the block diagram of a Raised Cosine Pulse shaping filter is shown. In this
example the filter is a five taps FIR filter. In this case, as in the previous one, again the
number of filter taps determines the amount of ISI reduction.

Signal:

Figure 3.5: An example of a Raised eosine PoIse shaping filter.

As shown in figure 3.5 the signal composed of NRZ pulses, a binary signal or a PAM
signal, is converted to a signal composed of RZ pulses. In this case the pulse width of the
RZ pulses is chosen to be Y:/lO. After this conversion the RZ pulses are multiplied with a
factor lOlTs, so the energy per symbol remains constant. After these operations the signal
at the input of the FIR filter, c10sely resembles an impulse train with impulse areas which
are equal to the amplitudes of the corresponding NRZ pulses.

If a single impulse arrives at the FIR filter, the filter will substitute this impulse by its
impulse response, multiplied with the impulse area, at the output of the filter. So, if the
filter coefficients are chosen as follows:

h[k]

T
cos 27r{3 k_s

10
. k

sm 7r
10

k
7r-

10

(3.6)

the same as a sampled version of a Raised Cosine Pulse, the filter will substitute this
impulse by a Raised Cosine Pulse with an amplitude that is the same as the corresponding
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NRZ pulse.

Modem Layout

If the impulse train arrives at the FIR filter, the filter will substitute each impulse by a
Raised Cosine Pulse with an amplitude that is the same as the corresponding NRZ pulse.
The signal at the output of the FIR filter then exist of the different superimposed Raised
Cosine Pulses with different amplitudes, the so called shaped signa!.

The direct implementation of the shaping filter using the Raised Cosine Pulse shaping
filter method has a disadvantage compared to the zero forcing filter method. The Raised
Cosine Pulse shaping filter method needs a larger amount of filter coefficients to reduce
ISI to the same values as in the zero forcing filter method. This is the result of the
smaller time delays used in the circuit and the lack of ability to exchange circuit complex
ity between an analog and a digital filter as in the zero forcing filter method.

3.3. The M-QAM demodulator

In figure 3.6 a more detailed block diagram of an M-QAM demodulator is shown.

750
coaxial
cable

clock
Rb

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of an M-QAM demodulator.

As shown in figure 3.6, the lP QAM modulated signal arrives at the band pass filter of
the demodulator. The bandwidth of this filter is 7 MHz and the centre frequency of the
filter is Jc' the same frequency as the carrier frequency in the modulator. The purpose of
this filter is to attenuate the out of band noise.

Subsequently the filtered signal has to be amplified, because of the attenuation of the
coaxial cabie. Because the attenuation of the coaxial cable depends on the length of the
cable and thus the position of the demodulator in the CATV network, the amplification
factor also depends on the position in the CATV network. The attenuation of the coaxial
cable also depends on extemal influences as for example the temperature, so the at
tenuation varies also in time. As a result of these variations in attenuation, the amplifi
cation factor has to be adapted to the current situation with an Automatic Gain Controller.
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After amplification of the modulated signal, the In Phase PAM and the Quadrature PAM
signals can be recovered. The In Phase PAM signal can be recovered by multiplying the
modulated signal with a local coherent version of the carrier and by filtering the resulting
signal with a low pass filter with a cut off frequency of 3.5 MHz. By multiplying the
modulated signal with a local coherent carrier, which is shifted 1r/2 rad in phase, and
filtering the resulting signal with a low pass filter with a cut off frequency of 3.5 MHz,
the Quadrature PAM signal can be recovered. The local coherent version of the carrier is
generated by a carrier recovery circuit.

Both PAM signals have to be converted to the corresponding parallel streams of kl2 bits
with a threshold device. Before this is done, the ISI can be reduced by using an adaptive
equalizer. If an adaptive Decision Feedback Equalizer is used, the ISI of the undetected
symbols is reduced. Furthermore, the adaptive DFE also uses the past decisions of a
threshold device from previously detected symbols to minimize the ISI of the future
symbols. In other words, the Decision Feedback Equalizer incorporates two functions,
namely the threshold device function and an adaptive equalizer function. The Decision
Feedback Equalizer needs for its function a clock signa!. This clock signal is generated
with the clock recovery circuit.

Both recovered streams of k/2 parallel bits are still Gray encoded. With a Gray decoder
these streams can be decoded to the original stream of k parallel bits. With the use of a
parallel to serial converter this parallel stream of k bits can be converted to the original
series of data bits {bk}, with a bitrate of Rb=k·Rs•

3.3.1. The Automatic Gain Control circuit

In figure 3.7 a block diagram of an Automatic Gain Controller in combination with an
amplifier is shown.

VCA

Automatlc Gain Controller

top detector band pass filter

A
fe

Figure 3.7: Tbe amplifier witb tbe Automatic
Gain Controller.

The aim of the Automatic Gain Controller is to measure the mean carrier amplitude and
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to generate a control voltage to control an amplifier, so a constant mean carrier amplitude
and thus a modulated signal of a constant power is attained at the output of the amplifier.

The amplifier used in figure 3.7 is a voltage controlled amplifier. The voltage which
controls the amplification factor of the amplifier is generated by the Automatic Gain
Controller.

The Automatic Gain Controller in figure 3.7 consists of a band pass filter, a top detector
and an addition circuit. The filter, a band pass filter with a very small pass band,
attenuates almost all frequencies except for the carrier frequency Ic' After the band pass
filter, a top detector measures the mean carrier amplitude. This mean carrier amplitude is
used in the addition circuit.

The addition circuit adds a voltage -V'eJ' the desired value of the mean carrier amplitude,
to the measured mean carrier amplitude, so the error voltage between the measured and
the desired mean carrier amplitude is generated. Furthermore, this error voltage is
amplified by the addition circuit.

If the measured value is smaller than the desired value, the addition circuit generates an
error voltage which increases the amplification factor of the VCA. If the measured value
is greater than the desired value, the error voltage decreases the amplification factor of
the VCA. The greater the amplification factor of the addition circuit, the better the
desired value of the mean carrier amplitude is approached by the measured value.

3.3.2. The carrier recovery circuit

The carrier recovery circuit used in the M-QAM demodulator, shown in figure 3.8, is of
the Decision Feedback Phase Locked Loop type.

at T,

LOCAL
COHERENT
CARRIER

a

PHASE
ESTIMATOR
• -1
8/- tan (b(a)

b

at T,

Figure 3.S: A Decision Feedback Phase Locked Loop.
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As in a standard PLL, the Decision Feedback PLL in figure 3.8 consists of a part that
calculates the phase error, a loop filter with a frequency response F(s) and a VCO.

The aim of the Decision Feedback PLL is to reduce the phase error between the carrier
generated in the transmitter and the coherent carrier in the receiver to zero. Therefore
the part that determines the phase error out of the modulated signaI, has to generate a
voltage which is proportional to this phase error. But as a result of the M-QAM modu
lation method, the phase of the carrier is also modulated by the digital data. To cancel the
effect on the phase of the carrier as a result of the modulation method, a phase estimator
is used so a correct phase error voltage can be generated.

The phase error voltage is determined as follows. The lP' signal in figure 3.6 is filtered
with a low pass filter, in this case with a cut off frequency of 3.5 MHz, and sampled with
a rate of Rs' so the original lP PAM signal is recovered. The same is done for the Q'
signal, so the original Q PAM signal is regenerated.

With both PAM signaIs, called a and b, an estimation is made of the carrier phase as a
result of the transmitted symbol by calculating the value &j=tan-1(b/a). With this estimated
carrier phase, two signals -sin(&) and cos(&) are generated. The generation of the two
signaIs, -sin(&) and cos(&), out of the PAM signals a and b, can be realised by using a
digitallookup tabIe, in combination with two DAC's.

Because of the duration Ts necessary to generate the signals -sin(&) and cos(&), the signals
lP' and Q' also have to be delayed a time Ts to generate the correct phase error voltage
e(t). The phase error voltage e(t) is generated as follows.

Because for the M-QAM modulated signal ~(t) can be written:

S,(t) = A,cos(w t+() +B,sin(w t+()
J J C J C

= VAf+BJ cos [W!+6 +~n-[ [ ~] ]

= A cos (wc! +() +()j)

and for the local coherent carrier generated by the VCO:

l.c.c.(t) = Bcos (wc!+Ö)

the following equations for the signals lP' and Q' can be found:
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lp! (t) = Sit ) . Bcos(Wl+lr)

=A: cos(O -Ir+Oj ) + Higher Harmonies

Q! (t) = SP) . -Bsin(wl+lr)

=~ sin(O -Ir+ Oj) + Higher Harmonies

Modem Layout

(3.9)

If the delayed versions of the signals lP' and Q' are multiplied with the signals -sin(&)
respectively cos(&), the signals elt) respectively eQ(t) are generated:

elt) = -~ (sin(~+O-Ir+Oj) + sin(~-O+Ir-Oj)) + Higher Harmonies

eoCt) = A: (sin(~+O -Ir+Oj) - sin(~-O +Ir-oj + Higher Harmonies

(3.10)

Finally the phase error voltage eet) is generated by adding the signals elt) and eQ(t) and
attenuating the higher harmonies with the loop filter:

AB A_
eet) = - sinIO.-O.+O -0 )2 "J J

(3.11)

In a good demodulator if the Decision Feedback PLL is in loek, the number of symbol
errors per second is very small. Therefore the phase estimator in most cases estimates the
carrier phase as a result of the transmitted symbols correctly and thus the effect of the
modulation method on the phase error voltage of the carrier can be cancelled out. In other
words:

So for the phase error voltage eet) can be written:

eet) = ~sin(O -Ir) z ~ Oe with: Oe = o-Ir

(3.12)

(3.13)

if the phase error is smal!. The phase error voltage of a Decision Feedback PLL appears
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data

to be the same as the phase error voltage of an ordinary PLL. So it can be shown that the
phase error (je tends to go to zero, as in an ordinary PLL.

To get the Decision Feedback PLL in lock mode and to combat the loss of syn
chronisation of the Decision Feedback PLL, the series of symbols can be divided into
frames as shown in figure 3.9.

preamble framestart

IC .~f-c ·1

Figure 3.9: A possible frame structure.

As shown in figure 3.9, the frame exists of three parts namely a preambie, aframestart
word and a data part. The preamble contains no information but can be used to bring the
Decision Feedback PLL in lock mode or to resynchronise the Decision Feedback PLL.

By transmitting known symbols in the preamble part, which result in a constant carrier
phase, the phase estimator does not have to estimate the carrier phase, but the carrier
phase is exactly known at this time. Estimation of the carrier phase may be impossible at
this time because the Decision Feedback PLL and also the dock recovery circuit can be
out of lock mode. Nevertheless, during the preamble the phase error voltage eet) can be
made exactly proportional to the phase error between the carrier in the transmitter and
receiver, so the phase error tends to go to zero.

This process continues until the unique framestart data word is received. If this word is
received, it is supposed that the Decision Feedback PLL is in lock, so the phase estimator
can be used to generate a correct phase error voltage by cancelling out the effects of the
modulation method on the phase error voltage as mentioned earlier.

The framestart data word is unique, because it exists of a data link escape (DLE) symbol
and a start of frame (SOF) symbol. The DLE symbol indicates to the receiver that the
following SOF symbol is a control symbol and not just some symbol that occurs in the
data. This method is called character stuffing.

However, the sequence of symbols, DLE SOF, can also occur in the data and can be
misinterpreted by the receiver. Therefore the transmitter has to substitute DLE symbols in
the data by two successive DLE symbols. The first DLE symbol indicates to the receiver
that the following symbol is a control symbol. If the following symbol is also a DLE
symbol, the receiver knows that this has to be the result of a substitution of one DLE
symbol by two successive DLE symbols by the transmitter. The receiver at its turn, can
substitute the successive DLE symbols back to one DLE symbol.
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3.3.3. The clock recovery circuit
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The dock signal, with a symbol rate of Rs' needed in the M-QAM demodulator can be
realised with the dock recovery circuit shown in figure 3.10.

1f =
c Ta

Figure 3.10: The dock recovery circuit.

As shown in figure 3.10, both In Phase and Quadrature PAM signals are filtered with a
band pass filter with a small pass band and a centre frequency fa of half the symbol rate
Rs' The signals that are generated this way, are signals with a sine shape, a frequency of
R/2 and a slowly varying amplitude. Subsequently both signals are squared with a
squaring device to generate signals with a frequency component of Rs and some higher
harmonics.

After these operations, both resulting signals are added and again filtered with a band
pass filter with a small pass band. This time the centre frequency fa of the filter is chosen
to he Rs' The resulting signal is then tracked through a Phase Locked Loop to remove the
fast variation in the frequency and variations in the amplitude of the signa!. The Phase
Locked Loop generates a block signal with a constant amplitude and frequency of Rs
which can be used as the PAM dock signal in the demodulator.

The same division in frames as shown in figure 3.9, can be used to bring the dock
recovery circuit in loek mode or to resynchronise the dock recovery circuit. By transmit
ting symbols in the preamble, which result in a constant carrier phase but an altemating
carrier amplitude, the PAM signals that are generated in the receiver also have alternating
values. Because of that, the PAM signals contain enough timing information to resyn
chronise the dock recovery circuit or to bring the dock recovery circuit in lock mode.

3.3.4. The Decision Feedback Equalizer

A block diagram of the Decision Feedback Equalizer used in the demodulator is shown in
figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: A block diagram of a Decision
Feedback Equalizer.

The Decision Feedback Equalizer in figure 3.11 consists of two FIR filters, a forward
FIR filter and feedback FIR filter, and a threshold or decision circuit.

As shown in figure 3.11, the Decision Feedback circuit, the FIR filter after the threshold
device, uses the past decisions about the symbols to minimize the ISI of the future
symbols by coherently subtracting the interference from previously detected symbols. The
forward FIR filter is used to minimize the negative effects of the additive noise and the
ISI from the undetected symbols.

The past decisions about the symbols are also used to adapt the equalizer parameters to a
change in the charmel characteristics. So, the DFE can track a continual slow drift in
charmei characteristics, without interrupting the symbol transmission.

The adaption algorithm, which can be used to adapt the equalizer parameters of the DFE,
is similar to the adaption algorithm used in an ordinary adaptive equalizer. A possible
algorithm is given below.

The filter coefficients can each be updated in the following way:

1) An accumulator for the filter coefficient is set to zero.

2) Each time a symbol is processed, the product ê(j)x(j+k) is added to the
accumulator of the forward filter coefficient a(k) or the product -ê(j)r(j-m)
is added to the accumulator of the feedback filter coefficient b(m). Where
ê(j)=r(j)-r(j), k=[O..Nj and m=[l..M]. In these calculations, only the
signs of ê(j), x(j+k) and r(j-m) can be used to simplify the equalizer
synthesis.

3) If the accumulator contents exceeds a threshold + V, then the filter coef
ficient is decreased by d and step 1 is repeated. if the contents of the
accumulator becomes less than -V, the filter coefficient is increased by d
and again step 1 is repeated. If the contents of the accumulator remains
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between +V and -V, then step 2 is repeated. The parameters ±V and d can
be chosen freely and depend on how the DFE adaption algorithm has to
behave in the specific situation.

The above adaption algorithm for the filter coefficients can not be realised by using a
micro processor because of the required computing capacity, but it has to be implemented
in hardware. The adaption algorithm needs approximately 6 instructions to update a filter
coefficient. If a DFE with 9 filter coefficients is used, 6 forward and 3 backward filter
coefficients, a total number of 9x6=54 instructions will have to be carried out in Ts
seconds. This results in an instruction rate of 54xRs =254 MIPS. A micro processor that
is able to attain such instruction rates is not yet available.

Because the threshold device in the DFE sometimes makes some decisions errors, symbol
errors occur at the output. These errors at the output of the DFE occur in bursts, because
a decision error in the feedback FIR filter tends to cause yet more incorrect decisions.
However, the equalizer is able to recover spontaneously from this condition, as shown in
simulation studies in [5].

The same simulation studies show that the performance of the DFE is considerably better
than the performance of an adaptive equalizer with the same complexity, even though the
output errors of the DFE occur in bursts.

3.4. Conclusions

Since the M-QAM signalling scheme is the most spectral efficient modulation method, this
signalling scheme will be implemented in the modem. The designed modem has to meet
the following demands: - the output impedance of the transmitter and the input

impedance of the receiver both have to be matched to a value
of 75 Ohm,
- the maximum RMS voltage VRMS,max of the QAM modulated
signal has to be limited to 76 dBJLV,
- the required bandwidth B to transmit the modulated signal
has to be limited to 7 MHz, which results in a maximum
symbol rate of Rs=4.7 Mbaud/s and
- the bit error rate has to be smaller than Pb < 10-11

•

Theoretically the 32768-QAM signalling scheme is able to meet these demands, but more
practical M-QAM signalling schemes are the 16-QAM, 64-QAM or 256-QAM signalling
schemes, which are theoretically able to achieve bit rates of respectively 18.7 Mbit/s, 28
Mbit/s or 37.3 Mbit/s. These signalling schemes have a larger margin in the bit error
rate, so more freedom in designing the modem circuit is created.
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In practice the bit error rate of the designed modem is always worse than the theoretical
determined bit error rate as a result of: - channel imperfections,

- an inaccuracy in the sample moment,
- a phase error in the local coherent carrier.
- non linear distortion in components,
- the occurrence of echoes and
- the occurrence of noise in components.

So, the feasibility of the M-QAM signalling scheme depends to a large extent on the
practical implementation of it. Therefore, more exact information about the maximum
bitrate Rb' the bit error rate Pb and the required bandwidth B to transmit the modulated
signal can be given by measuring these parameters after the realisation of the modem
circuit. If the modem circuit is carefully realised, the same circuits with some minor
adaptions can be used in measurements for the 16-QAM, 64-QAM as weIl as the
256-QAM signalling schemes.
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4. Conclusions

Conclusions

In this report the spectral efficient modulation methods, M-FSK, M-ASK, M-PSK and
M-QAM, are discussed. If these spectral efficient modulation methods are used to
transmit MPEG coded digital television signals via the coaxial cable of a cable television
network, the following demands have to be fulfilled.

The modulated signal has to be transmitted in the frequency band of 250 MHz - 450 MHz
using the standard television channels, so the required bandwidth needed to transmit the
modulated signal has to be limited to a value of B=7 MHz. Multiple modulators can be
used to transmit digital data using the 24 available channels in the frequency band of 250
MHz - 450 MHz.

According to Dutch government regulations the maximum RMS voltage of an ordinary
television signal is limited to 76 dBJ1.V in the VHF/UHF subband. This value is also
chosen as the maximum RMS voltage of the modulated signa!.

An upper bound for the single sided power spectral density of the noise in a cable
television network is calculated of Gn(f)=5e-18 W/Hz. The bit error rate, as a result of
this noise, has to be smaller than Pb < 10-11

•

Subsequently the theoretical maximum bit rates and the corresponding bit error rates of
these spectral efficient modulation methods have been determined as shown in table 4.1.
In the calculations of the M-ASK, M-PSK and M-QAM modulation methods, it is assumed
that a shaping filter with a roll-off factor of I3=R/4 is used and Gray coding is applied.

Table 4.1: Maximum bit rates of the discussed
modulation methods.

Modulation Maximum Bit error rate
method bit rate

4-FSK 3.5 Mbit/s < 10-300

256-ASK 37.3 Mbit/s 5.42e-14
512-PSK 42 Mbit/s < 10-20

32768-QAM 70 Mbit/s 7.2e-14

In table 4.1 can be seen that the M-QAM modulation method is the most spectral efficient
modulation method. However, a 32768-QAM modem is not realisabie in practice. More
practical M-QAM modems are the 16-QAM, the 64-QAM and the 256-QAM modems,
which are theoretically able to achieve bit rates of respectively 18.7 Mbit/s, 28 Mbit/s
and 37.3 Mbit/s. These signalling schemes have a larger margin in the bit error rate, so
more freedom in designing the modem circuit is created.
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In the calculations used to determine the maximum bit rates, ISI as a result of the
transmission channel imperfections is not included. The more spectraI efficient a modem
is, the more negative the effects of the ISI are. With a MATLAB simulation the ISI in a
256-QAM modem is determined by plotting the eye pattem of the In Phase PAM signal.
The effects of the ISI on the eye openings in this eye pattem of the In Phase PAM signal
are negligible.

In practice however, ISI will always occur as a result of an inaccuracy in the sample
moment, a phase error in the local coherent carrier and of non linear distortion caused by
non ideal components. So, in practice an adaptive equalizer in the receiver is required to
reduce the ISI.

Other causes that result in a practically worse bit error rate compared to the theoretically
calculated bit error rate are the occurrence of echoes and the occurrence of noise in the
used components. The effects of the noise in the used components can not be simulated in
advance, but will have to be measured in practice afterwards.

The feasibility of the M-QAM signalling scheme depends to a large extent on the choice
of the circuits used for the different functions which have to be executed in the modem.
Therefore, more exact information about the maximum bitrate Rb' the bit error rate Pb
and the required bandwidth B to transmit the modulated signal can only be given by
measuring these parameters after the realisation of the modem circuit.
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APPENDIX 1: The calculation of aD upper bound for
the power spectral density of the noise.
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Vmax,rms

To calculate the upper bound of the power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian
noise and thus also of '1/, the regulations for cable television networks of the Dutch
government are used.

For television channels in the VHF frequency band a maximum value of 76 dBJLV for the
RMS signal voltage exists (see also [1]). Also a minimum of 43.5 dB for the signal to
noise ratio of television channels with a bandwidth of 5 MHz in the VHF frequency band
exists (see [1]). With these two values the upper bound of '1/ and thus the power spectral
density of the noise can be calculated as follows.

The maximum RMS signal voltage is 76 dBJLV. This is the same as a voltage of

= 1O(~) .10-6 = 6.31 .10-3 [V]

over a resistance of 75 n.

So the signal power can be calculated as follows:

V2
P = max.rms

S R
(6.31 .10-3

)2 = 5.31 .10-7 [W]
75

For the minimaI signal to noise ratio was found:

10 . [og" [ ;:] 0 43.5 [dB]

After substituting the signal power in this formula, the noise power can be calculated and
is found to be:

P
n

= 2.37 . 10-11 [W]

With the following formula the value of '1/ can be calculated.

Pn = BW·'1/

Because the value of the noise power is known and the value of the bandwidth in which
this noise power is measured is known, the value of the upper bound of '1/ can be cal
culated and is found to be:

'1/ = 4.74 .10-18 = 5 .10-18 rW/Hz]
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APPENDIX 2: The specifications of the used
MPEG decoder
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COMPANY CONFIDENTlAL
PROVISIONAL PRODUCT INFORMATION MPEG - 1 VIDEO ON DEMAND DECODER

INTRODUCTION

The Philips digltal VOD decoder.
basicaliy converts MPEG·l encoded
audio-video signaIs into analog signals
(PAL and/or NTSC).
The VOD decoder is built around four
basic blocks:
- The network Interface.
• The MPEG-1 decoding system.
- The PAUNTSC modulation system.
- The control system.
The architecture ol the VOD decoder is
such that it can easily be adapted to
specllic needs or requirements.

NETWORK INTERFACE

The VOD decoder has a standard T1
communication Interface (T1; BaZS
protocol at 1.544 Mb/SI tor inputting the
MPEG-1 encoded signais. This is
especially suitabla lor use in telephony
networks upgraded with ADSL
technology to approl(. 1.5 Mb/s. Tha
interface can ba modilied to El il
requ,red.

MPEG-1 DECODING SYSTEM

The VOD decoder contains an MPEG-1
(SIF resolution: 1.536 (or 2.048) Mb/s
data rate: Constralned System
Parameter Set) decoder syslem.

The MPEG-l decoder is constructed
using the PhilipsiMotorola chipset.

The Audio/Video/Data demultiplexer is
constructed such that it can hanole
most. or can easily be adapted 10.
diHerent MPEG-l system layer
defiOllions (within the restrictions ol Ihe
Constrained System Parameter Set
deflnltion).

MOOULATION SYSTEM

The modulation system converts !he
digital (decOded) audiolvideo signals
into analog PAL or NTSC signais.

CONTROL SYSTEM

The VOD decooer can recelve control
signals trom an Infra-red remote control
deVice. aOd transparently relay these
into the communIcation network to. e.g.
the video server. It supoorts interactive
control as It tncludes. tor example.
VCR·:ike COntrolS (play. stop. pause.
etc.). Moreover. data rece,ved trom the
video server can be processed. e.g.
displayed on screen.

The control system is highly dependent
on communication protocols between
video server and VOD decoder. It has
there!ore been deslgned to enable tast
adaption to customer requirements.

PHIllPSe
- 60-
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SPECIFICATlON
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of MPEG·1 VOD Decoder ~

TELEPHONE NETWORK INTERFACE MPEG STREAM FORMAT INPUT I OUTPUT SIGNAL

Video information
Coded video datarate: approx. 1.3 MbiVs
Picture transmission rates:

24 Hz for movie.
30 Hz for video (NTSC)
25 Hz for video (PAL)

Stream ID: SEO. but possibly others
Picture size : 352 pixels 240/288 !inesl

field. field repeat
Display rate : 29.97 Hz

System parameters
Coding system : MPEG 1
Pack slze : 2 - 2.5 kByte (average)
Available information

: video. audio. padding
packets

MPEG dalarate: 1.536 MblVs. channel
fully occupied

Constrained system parameter set
: CSPS lIag =1

Time stamps : Decoder uses
Presentation Time
Stamps

Receive signaI definition
Input signais.
Primary link slgnal standard

: T 1: B8ZS protocol
Supertrame standard

: 193E. 24 frames I supertrame
Synchronisation bits: active
Message bits

: set to %1 (data link channels)
Signalling: not used
CRC bits: active
Transmission data rate: 1.544 MblVs
Bit error rate: beller than 10"
Data organisatIon

: byte organisation: bytes are
Iransmilled in the order in
which they are Interpreted by
the decoder.
The most significant bit of a
byte is transmilled first in the
senal data stream

Byte alignment: Transmitled data bytes
are byte-a!igned with souree
code (MPEG) bytes.

Internaloutput si9nals of T1 Interface
Data organisation: serial
Datarate: 1.544 MHz. burst mode
Sync sIgnais: T1 frame sync indicates

byte start for alignment

Audio informatIon
Coded audio datarate
MPEG layer
Sampling frequency
Mode

: 192 kbiVs
:2
: 44.1 kHz
: Stereo

Telephone signais.
Communication intertace:T1

Video signals (NTSC)
RGB out : no
CVBS out : Output leveI1V.. @75Q
Y,I C out : yes

Output level Y =1V".
C = 300mV.. @750

Cooy protection : no (SCMS available
on request)

RF out : video + mono audio
Modulator frequency: channel 3 or 4.

switchable by user
Antenna loopthrough: yes

Video si9nals (PAL)
RGB out : optional on SCART
CVBS out : PAL on SCART

Output level 1V.. @750
Y I C out : option

Output level Y = 1V •
C =300mV"@750 ..

Copy protection : no (SCMS available
on request)

RF out : video + mono audio
Modulator frequency: UHF channels

30 - 39. adjustable
Antenna loopthrough: yes
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Central office wilh server Customer Premises Equipment (CPE)

MPEG -1 set-top decoder

Fig. 2: Schematic of typical ADSL system for Video on Demand

MPEG
decoder

T1
decoder

T1
encoder

ADSL
decoder

Low pass

Filter I-----....;;~)

High pass
Filter

Other
inputs

0 '

&~ •••• - ••••••••• _ •••••• ~ :

ADSL : 15 km (ma"

encoder

Audio signais.
Analog out : stereo

Output level 2Vrms
Digital out : no

RFout : mono
modulated to video
(See 3,2)

Control signais.
Standby I on : bicolor LED (red =

standby, green = on)
Data readyl : bicolor LED (yellow =T1
receive slgnal present, green =

T1 MPEG present)
Stand-by switch: front ol cabinet

CONNECTORS

Telecom connector:
RG48C; lemale on box. 2 !ines are
used lor MPEG

Video: NTSCIPAL
RGB Euro connector (SCART)

: yes (PAL version)
CVBS connector (NTSC versIon)

: RCA phono (Cinch); lemale on box
Y/C connector (NTSC version)

: S-connector (Mini DIN)
antenna out connector

: 750 IEC/F - type
antenna in connector

: 750 IECIF - type

MISCELLANEOUS

Dimensions (h x w x d)
: 9 cm x 42 cm x 26 cm

(3,6 inch x 16,5 inch
x 10 inch)

Power supply : 105-240V, 50/60 Hz

Audio:
digital out : no
analog line out: cinch (L.R);

lemale on box
analog loudspeaker out : no

Mains:
input
feed·through

: 105·240 V. 50/60 Hz
: na
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APPENDIX 3: The performance calculations and plot
of an M-ASK modem

APPENDIX 3A: M-ASK without pulse shaping

APPENDIX 3B: M-ASK with pulse shaping

APPENDIX 3e: M-ASK performance plot
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APPENDIX 3A: M-ASK without pulse shaping

%
% MATLAB file used to calculate the perfonnance
% of an M-ASK modem.
%
% Gray coding applied, no pulse shaping.
%
clear
echo on
K=2;
M=2AK;
RS=7e6/3;
VMAX= lOA(76/20)*le-6*sqrt(2);
ETA=5e-18;

BW=O;
while -«BW>6.ge6) & (BW<7.1e6»

NRTIMES=5;
BWSUM=O;
for times = 1:NRTIMES

NRSYMBOLS=256;
NRSPS=512;
NRSAMPLES= NRSYMBOLS*NRSPS;
TS=lIRS;
TEIND = NRSYMBOLS*TS;
TSAMPLE= TEIND/NRSAMPLES;
FSAMPLE= lITSAMPLE;

SYMBOLS=fix(M*rand(l, NRSYMBOLS»;
index1= 1:NRSAMPLES;
index2 = fix(NRSYMBOLS*(index 1-1)/NRSAMPLES) + 1;
OFFSET= (M-l)/2;
SCALE=VMAX/OFFSET;
PAM(indexl) = SCALE*(SYMBOLS(index2)-OFFSET);
TIME=O:TSAMPLE:TEIND-TSAMPLE;

FC=350e6;
MOD = PAM.*cos(2*pi*FC*TIME);

spec=fft(MOD, NRSAMPLES);
Pmm=spec.*conj(spec)/NRSAMPLES;
freq = FSAMPLE*(0:NRSAMPLES/2-1)/NRSAMPLES;

df=FSAMPLE/NRSAMPLES;
powerl=O;
for t=I:NRSAMPLES/2

power1=powerl +df*Pmm(t);
end

fa=346.5e6;
fb=353.5e6;
a=fa/df;
b=fb/df;
c=FC/df;
bma=b-a;
power2=O;
while -«power2> O.94*powerl) & (power2<0.96*powerl»

power2=O;
for t=a:b

power2 =power2 +df*Pmm(t);
end
brna = fix«b-a) *0.95/(power2/powerl»;
a=c-fix(bmal2);
b=c+fix(bma/2);

end

- 64 -

% Clear memory

% Number of joined bits
% Number of levels in PAM signal
%Symbol rate estimation
% Calculation of the maximum voltage
% Definition of the single sided PSD of the noise

% Clear variabie: bandwidth
%Repeat simulation ifBW not in <6.ge6, 7.1e6>
% Number of bandwidth calculations
%Clear sum of bandwidth
% Start NRTIMES bandwidth calculations
% Nr. of symbols is 256
% Nr. of samples per symbol is 512
%Total ill. of samples
% Calculate symbol duration
% Calculate simulation time
%Calculate sample period
% Calculate sample rate

% Generate series of symbols
% Generate index1
% Generate index2
% Calculate OFFSET
%Calculate the SCALE factor
% Generate PAM signal out of the series of symbols
% Generate time signal

% Define carrier frequency
% Generate ASK modulated signal

%Calculate Fourier transform
% Calculate the PSD
% Calculate frequency axis

% Calculate the df constant and...
% calculate the total signal power...
% of the modulated signa!...
% by integrating the PSD of...
% the modulated signal

% Calculate the required bandwidth...
% of the modulated signa!...
% by determining the...
% frequency band where...
% 95% of the total signal power...
% of the modulated signa!...
% .. .is located
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



BWSUM = BWSUM+ (b-a)*df;
end
BW = BWSUM/NRTIMES

RS=7e6/BW*RS;
end

BW
RS
TS=lIRS;
RB=K*RS
aO=2*VMAX/(M-l);
EO = aO"'2 *TSI2;
PS =2*(M-l)/M*q(sqrt(EO/(2*ETA»);
PB=PS/K
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% Add the calculated bandwidth to BWSUM
% Do this NRTIMES times
% Calculate the mean bandwidth

% If BW not 7 MHz. calculate new RS...
% ...and repeat the simulation

% Display all the needed infonnation
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



APPENDIX 3B: M-ASK with puIse shaping

%
% MATLAB fIle used la calculale the performance
% of an M-ASK modem.
%
% Gray coding and pulse shaping applied.
%

% BETA=RS/4;
RS=4.666667e6;
BETA=RS/4;
BW=2*(RS/2+BETA);
TS= IIRS;

ETA=5e-18;
VMAX= lOA(76/20)*le-6*sqn(2);
for K=2:20

RB(K)=K*RS;
M=2AK;
aO=2*VMAX/(M-l);
EO = aOA2*TS/2;
PS(K)=2*(M-I)/M*q(sqn(EO/(2*ETA»);
PB(K) = PS(K)/K;

end
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% RoU off faclor is chosen 10 be RS/4
% Choose symbol rate
% Calculale the roU off faclor
% Calculale the required bandwidth
% Calculale the symbol duration

% Define the single sided PSD of the noise
% Calculale the maximum aUowed voltage
% Calculale values for K=2..20
% Calculate the bilrate
% Calculale the number of PAM levels
% Calculale the distance between two nearby PAM levels
% Calculale the signal energy
%Calculate the symbol error rale
% Calculate the bil error rate (Gray coding)



APPENDIX 3e: M-ASK performance plot

This perfonnance plot, the bit error rate Pb as a function of the required bandwidth BW
with k as a parameter, is generated for an M-ASK modem. In this case Gray coding and
pulse shaping, with a shaping filter with a ro11 off factor of {3=R/4, are applied.

M-A5K performance
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APPENDIX 4: The division of the available bandwidth
in a CATV network in subbands.
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Television frequencies and channels

VHF-band UHF-band

channel frequency (MHz) channel frequency (MHz)

Band I 2 47-54 Band IV 21 470-478
3 54-61 22 478-486
4 61-68 23 486-494

24 494-502
Pilot freq. 80.6 25 502-510

26 510-518
Band 11 FM 87.5-108 27 518-526

28 526-534
M-band MI 114-121 29 534-542

M2 122-129 30 542-550
M3 130-137 31 550-558
M4 138-145 32 558-566
M5 146-153 33 566-574
M6 154-161 34 574-582
M7 162-169 35 582-590

36 590-598
Band III 5 174-181 37 598-606

6 181-188
7 188-195 Band V 38 606-614
8 195-202 39 614-622
9 202-209 40 622-630
10 209-216 41 630-638
11 216-223 42 638-646
12 223-230 43 646-654

44 654-662
B-band BI 230-237 45 662-670

46 670-678
Pilot freq. 245.25 47 678-686

48 686-694
B-band B2 254-261 49 694-702

B3 262-269 50 702-710
4 ••••••••• ..........
.......... ..........

B24 440-447 68 846-854
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APPENDIX 5: The performance calculations and plot
of an M-PSK modem

APPENDIX SA: M-PSK without pulse shaping

APPENDIX SB: M-PSK with pulse shaping

APPENDIX SC: M-PSK performance
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APPENDIX SA: M-P8K without pulse shaping

%
% MATLAB fIle used to calculate the perfonnance
% of a MPSK modem.
%
% Gray coding applied, no pulse shaping.
%
clear
echo on
K=2;
M=2A K;
RS=7e6/3;
VMAX= IO A (76/20)* Ie-6*sqrt(2);
ETA=5e-18;

BW=O;
while -«BW>6.ge6) & (BW<7.le6»

NRTIMES=5;
BWSUM=O;
for times = I:NRTIMES

NRSYMBOLS=256;
NRSPS=512;
NRSAMPLES =NRSYMBOLS*NRSPS;
TS= IIRS;
TEIND = NRSYMBOLS*TS;
TSAMPLE= TEIND/NRSAMPLES;
FSAMPLE= I/TSAMPLE;

SYMBOLS=fix(M*rand(l, NRSYMBOLS»;
index I = I:NRSAMPLES;
index2 = fix(NRSYMBOLS*(indexl-I)/NRSAMPLES) + I;
PAM(indexl) = SYMBOLS(index2);
TIME=O:TSAMPLE:TEIND-TSAMPLE;

FC=350e6;
MOD = VMAX*cos(2*pi*FC*TIME + PAM/M*2*pi);

spec=fft(MOD, NRSAMPLES);
Pmm=spec. *conj(spec)/NRSAMPLES;
freq = FSAMPLE*(0:NRSAMPLESI2-1 )/NRSAMPLES;

df= FSAMPLEINRSAMPLES;
powerI =0;
for t= I:NRSAMPLES/2

powerI =powerl +df*Pmm(t);
end

fa=346.5e6;
tb=353.5e6;
a=faldf;
b=tb/df;
c=FC/df;
bma=b-a;
power2=O;
while - «power2 > 0.94*powerl) & (power2 < 0.96*powerl»

power2=O;
for t=a:b

power2 =power2 +df*Pmm(t);
end
bma=fix«b-a)*0.95/(power2/powerl»;
a=c-fix(bmal2);
b=c+fix(bmal2);

end

BWSUM = BWSUM + (b-a)*df;
end
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% Clear memory

% Number of joined bits
% Number of levels in PAM signal
% Symbol rate estimation
% Calculation of the maximum voltage
% Defmition of the single sided PSD of the noise

% Clear variabie: bandwidth
% Repeat simulation if BW not in <6.ge6, 7.le6>
% Number of bandwidth calculations
% Clear sum of bandwidth
% Start NRTIMES bandwidth calculations
% Nr. of symbols is 256
% Nr. of samples per symbol is 512
% Total nr. of samples is power of rwo (speedup FFT)
% Calculate symbol duration
% Calculate simulation time
% Calculate sample period
% Calculate sample rate

% Generate series of symbols
% Generate indexl
% Generate index2
% Generate PAM signal out of the series of symbols
% Generate time axis

% Define carrier frequency
% Generate PSK modulated signal

% Calculate the Fourier transfonn
% Calculate the PSD
% Generate frequency axis

% Calculate the df constant and...
% calculate the total signal power. ..
% of the modulated signaI.. .
% by integrating the PSD of...
% the modulated signal

% Calculate the required bandwidth...
% of the modulated signaI...
% by detennining the ...
% frequency band where...
% 95% of the totaI signal power...
% .. .is located
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Add the calculated bandwidth to BWSUM
% Do this NRTIMES times



BW= BWSUM/NRTIMES

RS=7e6IBW*RS;
end

BW
RS
TS=lIRS;
RB=K*RS
aO=VMAX;
EO=aOA 2*TS/2;
PS = 2*q(sqrt(2*EO/ETA)*sin(pi/M));
PB=PS/K
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% Calculate the rnean bandwidth

%If BW not 7 MHz, calculate new RS...
% ...and repeat the sirnulation

% Display all the needed information
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



APPENDIX SB: M-PSK with pulse shaping

%
% MATLAB file used to calculate the performance
% of an M-PSK modem.
%
% Gray coding and pulse shaping applied.
%
clear
% BETA=RS/4
RS =4.666667e6;
BETA=RS/4;
BW=Z*(RSI2+BETA);
TS=l/RS;

ETA=5e-18;
VMAX= lOA(76IZ0)*le-6*sqrt(Z);
for K=Z:ZO

RB(K)=K*RS;
M=ZAK;
ES=VMAXAZ*TSI2;
PS(K)=Z*q(sqrt(Z*ES/ETA)*sin(pi/M»;
PB(K) = PS(K)/K;

end
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% Clear memory
% Roll off factor is chosen to be RS/4
% Choose symbol rate
% Calculate the roll off factor
% Calculate the required bandwidth
% Calculate the symbol duration

% Defme the single sided PSD of the noise
% Calculate the maximum allowed voltage
% Calculate values for K=Z ..ZO
% Calculate bit rate
% Calculate number of PAM levels
% Calculate the signa! energy
% Calculate the symbol error rate
% Calculate the bit error rate (Gray coding)



APPENDIX SC: M-PSK performance plot

This performance plot, the bit error rate Pb as a function of the required bandwidth BW
with k as a parameter, is generated for an M-PSK modem. In this case Gray coding and
pulse shaping, with a shaping filter with a roU off factor of {3=R/4, are applied.
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APPENDIX 6: The performance calculations of
an M-FSK modem
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%
% MATLAB file used to calculate the perfonnance
% of an M-FSK modem.
%
echo on
c1ear
K=2;
M=2A K;
AO= lOA(76/20)*le-6*sqrt(2);
TS=M/7e6;
RS=I/TS;
ES = AOA2*TS/2;
ETA=5e-18;

dy=O.I;
int=O;
t=l;
for y=-20:dy:20

f(t) = (l-q(y + sqrt(2*ES/ETA» t(M-1)*exp(-0.5*y A 2);
int= int+ f(t)*dy;
t=t+ 1;

end

PS= l-lIsqrt(2*pi)*int;
PB=2A (K-l)/(2 A K-l)*PS;
RB=K*RS;

PB
RB/le6
K
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% Clear memory
% Number of joined bits
% Number of PAM levels
% Calculation of AO
% Calculation of the symbol duration
% Calculation of the symbol rate
% Calculation of the signal energy
% Defmition of the single sided PSD of the noise

% Defme integration step
% Start integrating with int= 0
% Reset t
% integrate from -20 to 20 (-inf to inf)
% Calculate function value
% Add area to integral
% Next function value

% Calculate the symbol error rate
% Calculate the bit error rate
% Calculate the bitrate

% Show infonnation
%
%



APPENDIX 7: The performance calculations and plot
of an M-QAM modem

APPENDIX 7A: M-QAM without pulse shaping for
k is even

APPENDIX 7B: M-QAM without pulse shaping for
k is odd

APPENDIX 7C: M-QAM with pulse shaping

APPENDIX 7D: M-QAM performance plot
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APPENDIX 7A: M-QAM without pulse shaping for k is even

%
% MATLAB ftle used to calculate the performance
% of an M-QAM modem.
%
% Gray coding applied, no pulse shaping.
%
c1ear
echo on

% K MUST BE EVEN
K=lO;
M=2AK;
RS=7e6/3;
VMAX= lOA(76/20)*le-6;
ETA=5e-18;

BW=O;
while -«BW>6.ge6) & (BW<7.1e6»

NRTIMES=5;
BWSUM=O;
for times=l:NRTIMES

NRSYMBOLS=256;
NRSPS=512;
NRSAMPLES= NRSYMBOLS*NRSPS;
TS= lIRS;
TEIND=NRSYMBOLS*TS;
TSAMPLE= TEIND/NRSAMPLES;
FSAMPLE= l/TSAMPLE;

m=sqrt(M);
SYMBOLSI =fix(m*rand(l, NRSYMBOLS»;
SYMBOLS2 =fix(m*rand(l, NRSYMBOLS»;
indexl = 1:NRSAMPLES;
index2 =fix(NRSYMBOLS*(indexI-l)/NRSAMPLES) + 1;
OFFSET = (m-l )/2;
SCALE= VMAX/OFFSET;
PAM1(index1) = SCALE*(SYMBOLS1(index2)-OFFSET);
PAM2(indexl) =SCALE*(SYMBOLS2(index2)-OFFSET);
TIME =O:TSAMPLE:TEIND-TSAMPLE;

FC=350e6;
MOD=PAMI. *cos(2*pi*FC*TIME)+PAM2. *sin(2*pi*FC*TIME);

spec=fft(MOD, NRSAMPLES);
Pmrn= spec. *conj(spec)/NRSAMPLES;
freq = FSAMPLE*(O:NRSAMPLES/2-1 )/NRSAMPLES;

df= FSAMPLE/NRSAMPLES;
powerl=O;
for t= 1:NRSAMPLES/2

power1=powerl +df*Pmrn(t);
end

fa=346.5e6;
fb=353.5e6;
a=faldf;
b=fb/df;
c=FC/df;
bma=b-a;
power2=O;
while -«power2>O.94*powerl) & (power2<O.96*powerl)

power2=O;
for t=a:b

power2 = power2 + df*Pmrn(t);
end
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% Clear memory

% Number of joined bits
% Calculate M
% Symbol rate estimation
%Calculation of the maximum voltage
%Defmition of the single sided PSD of the noise

% Clear variabIe: bandwidth
%Repeat simulation if BW not in <6.ge6, 7.1e6>
% Number of bandwidth calculations
% Clear sum of bandwidth
% Start NRTIMES bandwidth calculations
% Nr. of symbols is 256
% Nr. of samples per symbol is 512
% Total nr. of samples
%Calculate the symbol duration
%Calcu)ate the simulation time
% Calculate the sample period
%Calculate the sample rate

%Calculate the number of levels per PAM signal
% Generate first series of symbols
% Generate second series of symbols
% Generate indexI
% Generate index2
% Calculate desired OFFSET
% Calcu)ate desired SCALE factor
% Generate first PAM signal
% Generate second PAM signal
% Generate time axis

%Defme carrier frequency
% Generate QAM modulated signal

%Calculate the Fourier transform
%Calculate the PSD of the modulated signa)
% Generate frequency axis

% Calculate the df constante and...
% calculate the total signal power...
% of the modulated signa!...
% by integrating the PSD of...
% the modulated signal

% Calculate the required bandwidth...
% of the modulated signa!...
% by determining the...
% frequency band where...
% 95 % of the tota) signal power...
% of the modulated signa!...
% .. .is located
%
%
%
%
%



bma = fix((b-a)*O.95/(power2/powerl»;
a=c-fix(bma/2);
b=c+fix(brna/2);

end

BWSUM = BWSUM + (b-a)*df;
end

BW=BWSUM/NRTIMES

RS=7e6/BW*RS;
end

BW
RS
TS=lIRS;
RB=K*RS
aO = sqrt(2)*VMAX/(m-l);
EO=a04 2*TS/2;
PS=2*(m-l)/m*q(sqrt(EO/(2*ETA»);
PB=PS/K
FACTOR=EO/ETA
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%
%
%
%

% Add the calculated bandwidth to BWSUM
% Do this NRTIMES times

% Calculate the mean bandwidth

% If BW not 7 MHz, calculate new RS ...
% " .and repeat the simulation

% Display all the needed information
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



APPENDIX 7B: M-QAM without pulse shaping for k is odd

%
% MATLAB file used to calculate the perfonnance
% of an M-QAM modern.
%
% Gray coding applied, no pulse shaping.
%
c1ear
echo on

% K MUST BE ODD
K=lI;
M=2A K;
RS=7e6/3;
VMAX = 1OA(76/20)* le-6;
ETA=5e-18;

BW=O;
while -«BW>6.ge6) & (BW<7.le6»

NRTIMES=5;
BWSUM=O;
for times = 1:NRTIMES

NRSYMBOLS=256;
NRSPS=512;
NRSAMPLES = NRSYMBOLS*NRSPS;
TS=lIRS;
TEIND = NRSYMBOLS*TS;
TSAMPLE= TEIND/NRSAMPLES;
FSAMPLE= IITSAMPLE;

m=sqrt(M);
SYMBOLSI =fix(m*rand(l, NRSYMBOLS»;
SYMBOLS2=fix(m*rand(I, NRSYMBOLS»;
index1= l:NRSAMPLES;
index2 = fix(NRSYMBOLS*(indexl-1 )/NRSAMPLES) + I;
OffSET= (m-l)I2;
SCALE=VMAXIOFFSET;
PAMl(indexl) =SCALE*(SYMBOLS l(index2)-OFFSET);
PAM2(indexl)=SCALE*(SYMBOLS2(index2)-OFFSET);
TIME=O:TSAMPLE:TEIND-TSAMPLE;

FC=350e6;
MOD = PAM 1. *cos(2*pi*FC*TIME) + PAM2.*sin(2*pi*FC*TIME);

spec=fft(MOD, NRSAMPLES);
Prnrn= spec.*conj(spec)/NRSAMPLES;
freq = FSAMPLE*(0:NRSAMPLES/2-1 )/NRSAMPLES;

df= FSAMPLE/NRSAMPLES;
powerl =0;
for t= 1:NRSAMPLES/2

power1=powerl +df*Prnrn(t);
end

fa=346.5e6;
fb=353.5e6;
a=faldf;
b=fb/df;
c=FC/df;
bma=b-a;
power2=O;
while - «power2 > 0.94*powerl) & (power2 < 0.96*powerl»

power2=O;
for t=a:b

power2 =power2 +df*Prnrn(t);
end
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% Clear memory

% Number of joined bits
% Calculate M
% Estirnation of the symbol rate
% Calculation of the maximum voltage
% Definition of the PSD of the noise

% Clear variabie: bandwidth
% Repeat simulation ifBW not in <6.ge6, 7.le6>
% Number of bandwidth calculations
% Clear sum of bandwidth
% Start NRTIMES bandwidth calculations
% Nr. of symbols is 256
% Nr. samples per symbols is 512
% Total nr. of samples
% Calculate the symbol duration
% Calculate the simulation time
% Calculate the sample period
% Calculate the sample rate

% Calculate the number of levels per PAM signal
% Generate first series of symbols
% Generate second series of symbols
% Generate indexl
% Generate index2
% Calculate desired OFFSET
% Calculate desired SCALE factor
% Generate first PAM signal
% Generate second PAM signal
% Generate time axis

% Carrier frequency
% Generate modulated signal

% Calculate fourier transfonn
% Calculate the PSD
% Generate the frequency axis

% Calculate the df constant and...
% calculate the total signal power...
% of the modulated signa\...
% by integrating the PSD of...
% the modulated signal

% Calculate the required bandwidth...
% of the modulated signaI ...
% by deterrnining the...
% frequency band where...
% 95% of the total signal power...
% of the modulated signa\...
% .. .is located
%
%
%
%
%



brna = fix((b-a)*O.95/(power2/powerl));
a=c-fix(brna/2);
b=c+fix(bma/2);

end

BWSUM = BWSUM + (b-a)*df;
end

BW= BWSUM/NRTIMES

RS=7e6/BW*RS;
end

BW
RS
TS=lIRS;
RB=K*RS
aO=sqrt(2)*VMAX/(m-l);
EO=aOA 2*TS/2;
EAV=mA 2*EO/6;

PS =4*sqrt(M*ETA)/sqrt(6*pi*EAV)*exp(-3*EAV/(2*M*ETA));
PB=PS/K
FACTOR = EO/ETA
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%
%
%
%

% Add the calculated bandwidth to BWSUM
% Do this NRTIMES times

% Calculate the mean bandwidth

% If BW not 7 MHz, calculate new RS...
% ...and repeat the simulation

% Display all the needed information
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



APPENDIX 7C: M-QAM with pulse shaping

%
% MATLAB ftle used to calculate the performance
% of an M-QAM modem.
%
% Gray encoding and pulse shaping applied.
%

% BETA=RS/4;
RS=4.666667e6;
BETA=RS/4;
BW=2*(RS/2+BETA);
TS=l/RS;

ETA=5e-18;
VMAX= lOA(76/20)*le-6*sqrt(2);
for K=2:2:20

RB(K)=K*RS;
M=2AK;
m=sqrt(M);
aO=sqrt(2)*VMAX/(m-l);
EO = aOA2*TS/2;
PS(K) = 2*(m-l )/m*q(sqrt(EO/(2*ETA)));
PB(K) = PS(K)/K
factor(K) = EO/ETA;

end

for K=3:2:19
RB(K)=K*RS;
M=2AK;
m=fix(sqrt(M))+ 1;
aO=sqrt(2)*VMAX/(m-l);
EO = aOA2*TS/2;
PS(K)=4*sqrt(M*ETA)/sqrt(6*pi*M*EO/6)*exp(-3*M*EO/6/2/M/ETA);
PB(K) = PS(K)/K;
factor(K) = EO/ETA;

end
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% Choose symbol rate
% Calculate the roU off factor
% Calculate the required bandwidth
% Calculate the symbol duration

% Defrne the single sided PSD of the noise
% Calculate the maximum allowed voltage
% Calculate values for 2..20 (even)
% Calculate bitrate
% Calculate M
% Calculate the number of levels per PAM signal
% Calculate aD
% Calculate the signal energy
% Calculate the symbol error rate
% Calculate the bit error rate (Gray coding)
% Calculate the factor

% Do the same for 3.. 19 (odd)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%



APPENDIX 7D: M-QAM performance plot

This performance plot, the bit error rate Pb as a function of the required bandwidth BW
with k as a parameter, is generated for an M-QAM modem. In this case Gray coding and
pulse shaping, with a shaping filter with a roIl off factor of {3=R/4, are applied.
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APPENDIX 8: MATLAB simulation files to calculate
the ISI in the CATV network
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DEFS.M

%
% Constant definitions used in
% the simulation fJles
%
clear

TIMES=l;
TOTERR=O;
ERR=O;
RB=2.8e7;
K=6;
M=2A K;
m=sqn(M);
RS=RB/K;
TB=lIRB;
TS=lIRS;
NRSYMBOLS=64;
TEND = NRSYMBOLS*TS;
NRSPS=200;
NRSAMPLES = NRSYMBOLS*NRSPS;
TSAMPLE= TENDINRSAMPLES;
FSAMPLE= lITSAMPLE;
FS2 = FSAMPLE/2;

% Number of simulation runs
% Total number of errors
% Number of errors in each simulation run
% Bitrate
% Combine K bits in symbols...
% of M levels...
% and m levels per IP/Q PAM signa!
% Calculate the symbolrate
% Ca!culate the bitperiod
% Calculate the symbolduration
% Number of symbols used per simulation run
% Calculate the simulation duration per run
% Define the number of samples per symbol
% Calculate the total number of samples per run

% Calculate the sampleperiod...
% and the samplerate...
% and half the samplerate

OFFSET= (m-1)I2; % Calculate the offset of the IP/Q PAM signals
VMAX= le-6*lOA (76120); % The maximum signa! voltage of the modulated signal is 76 dBuV
SCALE=VMAX/OFFSET; % So sca!e the PAM signals
TIME = [O:TSAMPLE:TEND-TSAMPLE]; % Generate a time axis

FA=254e6;
FB=26le6;
FC=(FA+FB)/2;
FD=3.5e6;

DF = FSAMPLE/(NRSAMPLES-l);

ALPHA=O.25;
RBW=2*(RS/2+ RS*ALPHA);

save defs.mat

% The left bound of the frequency band B2
% The right bound of the frequency band B2
% The centre
% Required bandwidth

% Calculate the frequency step

% Roll-off factor RCP shaping fJlter
% Required bandwidth to transmit MQAM modulated signal
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RCP.M

%
% Calculation of a raised eosine puls
% shaping fJlter
%
elear
elf
load defs.mat
elear TIME

beta=ALPHA*RS;
bw = RS/2 + beta;

nrpoints=5l2;
deltaf= (bw + 2*beta)/(nrpoints-l);

f= [O:deltaf:bw + 2*beta];
f(nrpoints+ 1)=FS2;
nrpoints=nrpoints+ 1;
fn=f/FS2;

for t= 1:nrpoints
if «f(t) > =0) & (f(t) < = (RS/2-beta)))

PR(t)=TS;
end
if «f(t) > (RS/2-beta)) & (f(t) < = (RS/2 + beta)))

PR(t) = TS*(eos(pi/(4*beta)*(f(t)-RS/2 + beta))A2);
end
if (f(t) > (RS/2 + beta))

PR(t) =0;
end

end

plot(f(l :nrpoints-l), PR(l :nrpoints-l));

N=65500;
RCPB=zeros(l, N);
RCPB=fir2(N, fn, PR);
RCPA=zeros(size(RCPB));
RCPA(l) = 1;

%Caleulate the absolute roll-off factor ...
% ...and the required bandwidth

% Use sampled version of RCP
%Ca1culate the deltaf

%Generate faxis
% Last frequeney is FS2
% Inerease number of points
% Caleulate the normalised frequeney

% PR = Raised Cosine Pulse (Fourier transform)

% Plot the desired fourier transform

% Order of the FIR filter
% To speed up calculation
% Caleulate eoef. RCP FlR filter

W=fn*pi;
[CH, CW]=freqz(RCPB, RCPA, W); %Caleulate the z transform
hold on
plot(CW(l :nrpoints-l)/pi*FS2, abs(CH(1 :nrpoints-l)), 'r');
hold off % Plot the RCP fJlter frequeney respons

save rep.mat RCPB RCPA
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MODEM1.M

%
% Generate the two IP/Q PAM signals
% used in the QAM modulation method
%
elear
elf
load defs.mat

rand('unifonn');
rand('seed', sum(lOO*clock»;

ip=fix(m*rand([l, NRSYMBOLS]));
q = fix(m*rand([l, NRSYMBOLS]));

% Select the unifonn probability density funetion...
% ...and set its seed differently every time

% Generate the ip symbol series
% Generate the q symbol series

IP=SCALE*(ip(fix«O:NRSAMPLES-l)*NRSYMBOLS/NRSAMPLES)+ l)-OFFSET);
% Generate the samples for the lP PAM signal

Q= SCALE*(q(fix((O:NRSAMPLES-l )*NRSYMBOLS/NRSAMPLES) + 1)-OFFSET);
% Generate the samples for the Q PAM signal

% RCP filtering (Pulse Shaping)
RZIP = zeros(size(lP»;
RZQ= zeros(size(Q»;

PART =40;
for y=l:NRSYMBOLS

for x= l:fix(NRSPS/PART)
RZQ«y-l)*NRSPS+x)=Q«y-l)*NRSPS+x)/(NRSPS/PART*TSAMPLE);
RZIP«y-l)*NRSPS+x)=IP«y-l)*NRSPS+x)/(NRSPS/PART*TSAMPLE);

end
end

save temp Q lP
clear Q lP

load rep.mat

order= length(RCPB);
if (rem(order,2)= =0)

TGS = round(order/2);
else

TGS = round«order-l)/2);
end

ZPIP=zeros(l, NRSAMPLES+order+50);
ZPIP(l :NRSAMPLES) = RZIP(l :NRSAMPLES);
elear RZIP

ZPQ=zeros(l, NRSAMPLES+order+50);
ZPQ(l :NRSAMPLES) = RZQ(l :NRSAMPLES);
clear RZQ

FIP=filter(RCPB, RCPA, ZPIP);

elear ZPIP

PAMIP(1:NRSAMPLES) = FIP«l :NRSAMPLES)+ fix(TGS-NRSPS/2»;

elear FIP

FQ=filter(RCPB, RCPA, ZPQ);

elear ZPQ

PAMQ(1:NRSAMPLES)=FQ«1:NRSAMPLES)+fix(TGS-NRSPS/2»;
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c1ear FQ

save modem1.mat PAMIP PAMQ ip q
clear ip q PAMQ

% Detennination of the PSD and required BW
spec=fft(PAMIP, NRSAMPLES); % Ca1culate the FFf
Pip=spec.*conj(spec)/NRSAMPLES; % Calculate the PSD
c1ear spec % save memory
f=(O:DF:FS2-DF]; % Generate frequency axis
plot(f(l :NRSAMPLES/256), lO*loglO(Pip(l :NRSAMPLES/256»);
titleCPower spectral density of the lP PAM signaI');
ylabelCPSD (dBW/Hz)');
xlabelCFrequency [Hz)'); % Plot fIgure

powerl=O;
lb=l;
rb = fIx(NRSAMPLES/2);
for t=lb:rb

powerl =powerl +DF*Pip(t);
end

tb=fIx(5e6/FS2*NRSAMPLES/2);

% Calculate the tota!...
% signal power from .
% the corresponding .
% power spectra!...
% density function

% Guess the required bandwidth

power2=O; % Calculate the required ...
tbold=O; % ...bandwidth by comparing...
while -«(power2>O.9499*powerl) & (power2<O.950l*powerl» I (tb == tbold»

power2=O; % signal power calculated...
for t= 1:tb % with the power spectra!...

power2 =power2 + DF*Pip(t); % density function
end

tbold=tb;
tb = fIx(O.95*powerl/power2*tbold);

BW=tb*DF
end

clear Pip f
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FILT.M

%
% Generation of the eoefficients
% of a bandpass and a lowpass fIlter
%
elear
elf
load defs

% Bandpass filter

FA = FA-o.2e6;
FB=FB+0.2e6;
fl =[0 FAJFS2 FA/FS2 FB/FS2 FB/FS2 I];
al=[OO 1 100];

hold off
subplot(211);
plot(fl *FS2, 20*logI0(al»;

% Nonnalized frequeney axis
% Amplitude deftnition

% Filter order
% Frequeney response
% Caleulate the B eoef.

% Caleulate the A eoef.
% Calculate the z transform
% Calculate the frequeney respons...
% ... and the eorresponding frequeney axis

order= 1024;
Wn=[FA/FS2 FB/FS2];
PBCB=ftrl(order, Wn);
PBCA = zeros(size(PBCB»;
PBCA(I) = I;
[H W)=freqz(PBCB, PBCA, order);
a2=abs(H);
f2=W/pi*FS2;
hold on
plot(f2(250e6/FS2*order:order), 20*log I0(a2(250e6/FS2*order:order», 'r');
plot(254e6, 0, 'b.');
plot(26le6, 0, 'b. ');
hold off

% Lowpass filter
FD=FD+0.2e6;
f3=[0 FDIFS2 FD/FS2 I];
a3=[l 100];

subplot(212);
plot(f3*FS2, 20*logI0(a3»;

order= 1024;
LPCB=ftrl(order, FDIFS2);
LPCA = zeros(size(LPCB»;
LPCA(I) = I;
[H W)=freqz(LPCB, LPCA, order);
a4=abs(H);
f4=W/pi*FS2;
hold on
plot(f4(1 :5e6/FS2*order) , 20*loglO(a4(1 :5e6/FS2*order», 'r');
plot(3.5e6, 0, 'b.');
hold off

save filt.mat PBCB PBCA LPCB LPCA
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MODEM2.M

%
% Generation of the QAM modulated signal
%
clear
elf
load defs.mat
1000 modeml.mat

MOD=PAMIP.*cos(2*pi*FC*TIME)+PAMQ. *sin(2*pi*FC*TIME);

1000 fiJt. mat

order= length(PBCB);
if (rem(order.2)= =0)

TGS = round(orderl2);
else

TGS= round«order-l )/2);
end

ZPMOD = zeros(1. NRSAMPLES +order+ 50);
ZPMOD(1:NRSAMPLES)=MOD(1:NRSAMPLES);
clear MOD

FZPMOD=fiJter(PBCB. PBCA. ZPMOD);

MODFILT(1:NRSAMPLES)=FZPMOD«(1:NRSAMPLES)+fix(TGS»;

save modem2 MODFILT
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CHANNEL.M

%
% Calculation of an I2R mter to simulate
% the ehannel imperfections
%
echo on
clear
clf
load defs

deltaf=50000;
nrpoints = FS2/deltaf+ I;

freq =O:deltaf:FS2;
delay =zeros(l, nrpoints);
fase=zeros(I, nrpoints);
ampl=zeros(I, nrpoints);

al=[+1 +1-1 -I];
al = 10."(al/20);
fl=[O 254.75e6 260.ge6 FS2];

tZ = [+ 50e-9 + 50e-9 -50e-9 -50e-9];
f2=[O 254.75e6 260.ge6 FS2];

for t= I :nrpoints
ea=O;
eb=O;
for y= 1:length(al)-1

if (freq(t)> =fl(y» & (freq(t)< =fl(y+ 1)
ea=(al(y)-al(y+ 1»/(fl(y)-fl(y+ 1»;
eb=(al(y + 1)*fl (y)-f1 (y + 1)*al(y»/(f1 (y)-f1(y+ 1);

end
end
ampl(t) = ea*freq(t)+ eb;

end

for t= I :nrpoints
ea=O;
eb=O;
for y = I :length(tZ)-1

if (freq(t) > =f2(y» & (freq(t) < =f2(y + I»
ea= (tZ(y)-tZ(y + 1»/(f2(y)-f2(y + I»;
eb = (tZ(y + 1)*f2(y)-f2(y + 1)*tZ(y»/(f2(y)-f2(y + I»;

end
end
delay(t) = ca*freq(t)+ eb;

end

integral=O;
for t= I :nrpoints

fase(t)= integra1;
integral = integral-2*pi*deltaf*delay(t);

end

W=freq/FS2*pi;

fase = rem(fase, 2*pi);
for t= I :nrpoints

if (fase(t) > pi)
fase(t) =fase(t)-2*pi;

end
if (fase(t) < -pi)

fase(t) =fase(t) + 2*pi;
end
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end

for t= 1:nrpoints
if «fase(t)> =0) & (fase(t) <pi!2»

a=abs(sqrt«ampl(t)AZ)/(l +tan(fase(t»AZ)));
b=abs(a*tan(fase(t»);

end
if «fase(t) > =pi!2) & (fase(t) <pi»

a=-abs(sqrt«ampl(ttZ)/(1 +tan(fase(t)-pitZ»);
b= abs(a*tan(fase(t)-pi»;

end
if «fase(t)> =-pi!2) & (fase(t) <0»

a=abs(sqrt«ampl(t)AZ)/(l +tan(fase(t»AZ»);
b = -abs(a*tan(fase(t»);

end
if «fase(t) > =pi) & (fase(t) < -piJZ»

a=-abs(sqrt«ampl(t)AZ)/(l +tan(pi-fase(t»AZ»);
b = -abs(a*tan(pi-fase(t»);

end
H(t)=a+j*b;

end

save chanvar.mat freq delay fase ampl H
clear delay fase ampl
pack

order= IOZ4;
na=order;
nb=order-I;
[CCB, CCA] = invfreqz(H, W, nb, na);

[BH, BW] = freqz(CCB, CCA, Z048);
subplot(Zll)
hold off
plot(BW/pi*FSZ, abs(BH»;
subplot(ZlZ)
hold off
plot(BW/pi*FSZ, angle(BH»;

subplot(211)
hold on
plot(freq, ampl, 'r');
subplot(ZlZ)
hold on
plot(freq, fase, 'r');

save channel.mat CCB CCA
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MODEM3.M

%
% Channel propagation simulation
%
elear
elf
load defs.mat
load modern2.mat

bw = FB-FA;
ETA2=5e-18/2;
NO=2*bw*ETA2;
VO=sqrt(NO);

MODNOISE = MODFILT +VO*randn(size(MODFILT»;

load ehannel.mat

MODCHANNEL=filter(CCB, CCA, MODNOISE);

save modem3 MODCHANNEL

% Bandwidth
% ETAl2
% Noise power (AWGN)
% RMS noise voltage

% Add AWGN

% Add ehannel imperfeetions
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MODEM4.M

%
% Demodulation of the QAM modulated
% and distorted signal
%
elear
elf

load defs.mat
load modem3.mat
load flit.mat

order= length(PBCB);
if (rem(order,2) = = 0)

TGS= round(order/2);
else

TGS = round«order-l )/2);
end

ZPMOD=zeros(l, NRSAMPLES+order+50);
ZPMOD(l :NRSAMPLES) = MODCHANNEL(l :NRSAMPLES);
clear MODCHANNEL

FZPMOD=f1lter(PBCB, PBCA, ZPMOD);
clear ZPMOD

MODFILT(l:NRSAMPLES)=FZPMOD«(l:NRSAMPLES)+TGS);
elear FZPMOD % Bandpass filtering

% Demodulatie
RIP=2*MODFILT. *eos(2*pi*FC*TIME);
RQ=2*MODFILT. *sin(2*pi*FC*TIME);

order= length(LPCB);
if (rem(order,2)= =0)

TGS= round(order/2);
else

TGS= round«order-l)/2);
end

% Low pass ftltering
ZPRIP=zeros(l, NRSAMPLES+order+50);
ZPRIP(l :NRSAMPLES) = RIP(l :NRSAMPLES);
elear RIP
FZPRIP=f1lter(LPCB, LPCA, ZPRIP);
clear ZPRIP
FRIP(l :NRSAMPLES) = FZPRIP«(l :NRSAMPLES) + TGS);
clear FZPRIP

ZPRQ=zeros(l, NRSAMPLES+order+50);
ZPRQ(l :NRSAMPLES) = RQ(l :NRSAMPLES);
clear RQ
FZPRQ=f1lter(LPCB, LPCA, ZPRQ);
clear ZPRQ
FRQ(l:NRSAMPLES)=FZPRQ«l:NRSAMPLES)+TGS);
clear FZPRQ

save modem4 FRIP FRQ

% Retrieving lP PAM signal
% Retrieving Q PAM signal
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MODEM5.M

%
% Threshold device, error counting and eyepattems
%
clear
elf

load defs.mat
load modem4.mat

EXC=2;

CIP= FRIP/SCALE+ OFFSET;
CQ= FRQ/SCALE+OFFSET;
for t=I:NRSYMBOLS-EXC

samplemom=fix«t-l)*NRSPS + NRSPS/2);
rcip(t)=CIP(samplemom);
rcq(t)=CQ(samplemom);

end

ipr=round(rcip);
qr= round(rcq);

load modeml.mat

% Count symbol errors
err=O;
for t=I:NRSYMBOLS-EXC

if -(ipr(t)==ip(t»
err=err+ 1;

else
if -(qr(t)= =q(t»

err=err+ 1;
end

end
end

err

% Display eyepanem
hold on'

% Rescale
% Rescale

% Calculation of the samplemoment
% Sample lP
% Sample Q

% Threshold device
% Threshold device

for y = 1:NRSYMBOLS
plot(TIME(1 :NRSPS). FRIP(1 + (y-l)*NRSPS:NRSPS+(y-l)*NRSPS»;

end

hold off
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